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Abstract
The algorithmic small-world phenomenon, empirically established by Milgram’s letter for-
warding experiments from the 60s [59], was theoretically explained by Kleinberg in 2000 [46].
However, from today’s perspective his model has several severe shortcomings that limit the
applicability to real-world networks. In order to give a more convincing explanation of the
algorithmic small-world phenomenon, we study decentralized greedy routing in a more flexible
random graph model (geometric inhomogeneous random graphs) which overcomes all previous
shortcomings. Apart from exhibiting good properties in theory, it has also been extensively
experimentally validated that this model reasonably captures real-world networks.
In this model, the greedy routing protocol is purely distributed as each vertex only needs to
know information about its direct neighbors. We prove that it succeeds with constant proba-
bility, and in case of success almost surely finds an almost shortest path of length Θ(log log n),
where our bound is tight including the leading constant. Moreover, we study natural local patch-
ing methods which augment greedy routing by backtracking and which do not require any global
knowledge. We show that such methods can ensure success probability 1 in an asymptotically
tight number of steps.
These results also address the question of Krioukov et al. [51] whether there are efficient
local routing protocols for the internet graph. There were promising experimental studies, but
the question remained unsolved theoretically. Our results give for the first time a rigorous and
analytical affirmative answer.
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1
1 Introduction
The idea that everyone is connected to everybody else through six degrees of separation, also
known as the small world phenomenon, was empirically established by the classic experiments of
Milgram [59, 71]. Several random people were given a target person’s name and address, and asked
to send a letter to the target person by forwarding it to a personal acquaintance who is more likely
to know the target person, iterating this process until the letter reached the target (or was lost).
Among the more than 20% successful trials, Milgram reported an average distance of about 6. This
showed not only that very short paths exist between two typical persons, but also that people are
able to find them without global knowledge of the network, by greedily routing the letter.
In the last 50 years, this phenomenon inspired researchers in various disciplines such as sociology,
physics, and experimental and theoretical computer science to study networks with small-world
properties. The first theoretical explanation of the algorithmic small-world phenomenon was the
seminal work of Kleinberg [46] who showed that greedy routing succeeds in O(log2 n) steps on
certain random graphs. However, as we will discuss in Section 1.1, his model has several severe
shortcomings, that have not been resolved simultaneously in subsequent work [36, 58, 32, 57, 20]:
routing succeeds only if a perfect lattice structure is contained in the network, the result is fragile
with respect to small changes in the model, and the graph model is unrealistically homogeneous.
In order to give a more cogent theoretical explanation for Milgram’s result, we study greedy
routing in a more flexible and more convincing graph model: In geometric inhomogeneous random
graphs (GIRGs) [17], every vertex draws independently a random position in a geometric space
and a positive weight according to a power law which represents the node’s influence. Two nodes
are then more likely to connect if they have larger weights and if they are geometrically close.1 We
picked this model for the following reasons.
(1) GIRGs are a natural extension of Kleinberg’s model that overcome its three main shortcomings.
(2) Among the random graph models that have been proposed to model real-world networks, the
GIRG model stands out because it not only theoretically reproduces structural properties of
social, economical, and technological networks, but a special case of GIRGs (hyperbolic random
graphs [11]) has also been extensively experimentally validated [68, 11, 74, 55, 62, 39]. E.g.,
Bogun˜a´ et al. [11] computed and studied a (heuristic) maximum likelihood fit of the internet
graph into the hyperbolic random graph model, based on ideas from [48].
(3) In general it is unclear how greedy routing generalizes to inhomogeneous geometric graphs.
An ideal neighbor should optimize two objectives: being close to the target, and having large
weight. Many possibilities have been suggested to resolve this conflict (e.g., in the physics
community [70, 43]). Since GIRGs have a specific connection probability for each pair of
vertices, there is a natural interpretation of Milgram’s instruction to route to an “acquaintance
who is more likely than you to know the target person” [71]: pick the neighbor most likely
being adjacent to the target. Thus, Milgram’s experiment has a natural analogon on GIRGs.
(4) In the digital age, the area of routing protocols plays a more and more important role. Krioukov
et al. [51] identified as a major open problem in this area “whether we can devise routing
protocols for the internet that, having no full view of the network topology, can still efficiently
route messages”. This question stimulated further research on the embeddings from [11, 48],
and by now routing on such graphs is experimentally well-studied [62, 8, 9, 10, 23, 52, 61, 53].
1Note that the geometric coordinates may capture more than just real world coordinates, like occupation and
interests [56].
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It turned out that greedy routing works experimentally surprisingly well on hyperbolic random
graphs and GIRGs [52, 53, 61]. For example, the resulting greedy paths are only marginally
longer than shortest paths in the network. Explaining these experimental findings theoretically
was a driving question for many researchers in the theory community [64, 17, 16, 38, 45, 29,
19, 40], but it remained open.
We thus believe that studying greedy routing in GIRGs, in each step maximizing the connection
probability to the target, gives a convincing theoretical explanation for Milgram’s experiments, and
addresses at the same time the question of Krioukov et al. We obtain the following results for any
fixed source s and target t (for exact statements see Section 3).
• Greedy routing succeeds with probability Ω(1).
This is already surprising, as incorporating noisy positions in Kleinberg’s model results in a
tiny success probability, as we discuss in Section 1.1 below. The result is also best possible, as in
GIRGs the target node is isolated with constant probability.
• A.a.s.2, the stretch3 of greedy routing in case of success is 1 + o(1). Hence, greedy routing is
asymptotically optimal. In particular, since the average distance in the giant component of
the GIRG model is ultra-small, i.e., Θ(log log n), so are the lengths of the greedy paths.
Arguably, Θ(log log n) is closer to six degrees of separation than Kleinberg’s O(log2 n), and
average distances in modern networks are even smaller [4, 6]. All previous analyses of greedy
routing in small-world models yielded at least Ω(log n) steps, e.g. [46, 33].
• Our results are robust in the model parameters, i.e., they hold for all parameter choices of the
model, in particular for any power law exponents in the natural range (2, 3), cf. Section 1.1.
Moreover, we show that nodes do not need to know exact weights and positions of their
neighbors, but rather rough approximations suffice for all results.
Since constant success probability is too low for technical application, it is natural to ask whether
there are patching methods that use backtracking to enforce success (if source and target are in
the same component). We give an affirmative answer in a very strong sense:
• Every patching method that satisfies three natural criteria has success probability 1 (condi-
tional on s and t being in the same component), and still has a.a.s. stretch 1 + o(1).
This result gives (in our model) a strongly affirmative answer to Krioukov et al.’s question.
Crucially, each node only needs to know the positions and weights of its direct neighbors and the
geometric position of t, which we assume to be part of the message. Note that the greedy routing
protocol is distributed and highly energy efficient since only one node needs to be awake at a time.
Perhaps surprisingly, the same can be achieved for the patching protocols, so we can at the same
time guarantee success and maintain the benefits of local protocols, with negligible additional costs.
Finally, our results explain many findings of the extensive experimental work which has been
done on greedy routing in GIRGs. We postpone the discussion to Section 4.
2We say that an event holds a.a.s. if it holds with probability 1− o(1) with n→∞.
3The stretch is the ratio of the lengths of the greedy path and the shortest path between source and target.
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1.1 Related Work and Choice of Model
Kleinberg. Kleinberg’s model starts from an n × n lattice graph, i.e., we embed node v =
(i, j) ∈ [n] × [n] at position xv = (i/n, j/n) in the unit square and connect any two nodes u, v in
Manhattan distance ‖xu−xv‖ ≤ 1/n by an edge. Then we add for each node u a constant number of
additional long-range edges, where the other endpoint v is chosen proportional to ‖xu−xv‖−α·2 with
decay parameter α. This model has several shortcomings that limit the applicability to real-world
networks and that are also present in subsequent work [36, 58, 32, 57, 20, 47].
• Fragile Exponent: As shown by Kleinberg [46], his model is very fragile with respect to the
decay parameter in exponent of the long-range probability distribution, since changing this
distribution to ‖xu − xv‖−α·2 for any α 6= 1 increases the expected number of steps to nΩ(1).
This is reasonable for α < 1, since in this regime most neighbors of most vertices lie very
far and thus we cannot expect greedy routing to utilize locality. However, for α > 1 there
is no intuitive argument ruling out greedy routing in general. In particular, investigations of
trajectories of bank notes in main cites of the USA suggest a value of α = 1.59± 0.02 [18].
• Perfect Lattice: Kleinberg’s model assumes an underlying perfect lattice substrate. In
this way, every vertex knows a priori a path to the target, which is an unrealistically strong
assumption. In a more realistic model each vertex might choose a random position xv in some
geometric space4, followed by the same edge sampling procedure as in Kleinberg’s model. It
can be shown that in this adapted model with high probability greedy routing does not reach
the target, essentially since in each step the current vertex has constant probability not to
have any neighbor with smaller distance to the target. Thus, the unnatural assumption of a
perfect lattice (or a similar globally known structure) is crucial for Kleinberg’s result.
• Homogeneity: Kleinberg’s graphs are homogeneous, i.e., all vertices have the same degree.
In contrast, most real-world networks have been found to be scale-free, meaning that their
degree distribution follows a power law p(k) ∼ k−β, typically with power law exponent β in
the range (2, 3) [26, 3] (or at least a closely related distribution [60]).
Despite some effort to remove these shortcomings (see related work below) there is still no model
which avoids all of them. Moreover, while the corresponding extensions of Kleinberg’s model were
developed in the context of routing protocols, GIRGs have been developed as a model for real-world
networks. Thus there is a much larger body of evidence (theoretical and experimental) that GIRGs
resemble real-world networks than there is for any other graph model in this area.
Geometric Inhomogeneous Random Graphs (GIRGs). We now substantiate claims (1)
and (2) on page 2. Thereby, we further explain our reasons for picking the GIRG model.
(1) Let us first describe the GIRG model, which is inspired by the classic Chung-Lu random
graphs [21, 22], and compare it with Kleinberg’s model. In a GIRG, each node v is equipped
with a random position xv in an underlying geometry (for technical simplicity, we fix the d-
dimensional torus) and with a weight wv which is drawn according to a power law p(w) ∼ w−β
and which represents the (expected) degree of vertex v and thus its “connectedness”. After
drawing the positions xv and weights wv, all edges are picked independently. Consider vertices
u, v for which we already sampled the weights wu,wv but not yet the positions xu, xv. If the
marginal probability of u, v forming an edge is Θ(min{wuwv/n, 1}) then the expected degree
4The positions represent real-world coordinates, but also interests and occupation.
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of vertex v is Θ(wv) (as in the classic Chung-Lu random graphs). Reintroducing the positions
xu, xv into this picture, a short calculation shows that if the probability of u, v forming an edge
is
puv = Θ
(
min
{(
wuwv
n · ‖xu − xv‖d
)α
, 1
})
,
for some α > 1. then the marginal probability is indeed Θ(min{wuwv/n, 1}), implying that
the expected degree of node v is Θ(wv). Moreover, note that in terms of distances, puv is
proportional to Kleinberg’s distribution ‖xu− xv‖−α·d, where we want to choose α > 1. In this
sense, the GIRG model is a natural scale-free variant of Kleinberg’s model that removes the
implausible assumption of a perfect grid. As our results do not depend on the concrete choice
of α, we also overcome the problem of fragile exponents.
(2) A large portion of the theoretical random graph literature of the last 10 years (e.g. [2, 44, 5,
28, 11, 29, 24, 16, 17, 19, 40, 38, 45, 42, 25, 13, 14, 15]) deals with the design and analysis of
random graphs that have more and more of the experimentally observed properties of social,
technological, and other real-world networks, e.g., sparsity, scale-freeness, small diameter, and
high clustering. Most of these modern models come equipped with an underlying geometry,
since locality naturally yields high clustering and, more generally, local community structure.
This makes them candidates for analyzing geometric routing or other variants of greedy routing.
Since there are no comparative studies, it is hard to judge which of the proposed models is
most realistic. However, GIRGs and their special case, hyperbolic random graphs, stand out,
because this model has not only attracted theoretical research but has also been experimentally
validated. On the theory side, it was proven for GIRGs and hyperbolic random graphs that they
are sparse and scale-free [40, 29, 16], have constant clustering coefficient [19, 40, 17], a giant
component and polylogarithmic diameter [38, 45, 16], and average distance 2±o(1)| log(β−2)| log log n,
where β is the power law exponent [16]. Furthermore, these graphs have entropy O(n) [17],
which coincides with the low entropy of the web graph [12]. Recently, researchers have started
to design algorithms that run fast on hyperbolic random graphs [37, 7]. In terms of practical
validation, Bogun˜a´ et al. [11] computed a (heuristic) maximum likelihood fit of the internet
graph into the hyperbolic random graph model and demonstrated its quality by showing that
greedy routing in the underlying geometry of the fit finds near-optimal shortest paths. This
successful embedding of a real-world network validates the model experimentally, and was
repeated and extended in [62, 8].
Further Related Work. For psychological work related to Milgram’s experiments we refer to the
survey by Schnettler [67]. The enormous amount of experimental and non-rigorous work on routing
in real-world networks and random graphs is surveyed by Huang et al. [43]. Regarding theoretical
work, a monograph by Watts summarizes the early work [72]. Let us highlight a few more recent
theory papers on greedy routing and related decentralized routing schemes: Watts et al. [73] and
Kleinberg [47] studied hierarchical network models that are well motivated by sociological principles.
Alternatively, Fraigniaud et al. [34] augmented Kleinberg’s model with long-range edges according
to a power law. These approaches make the model somewhat more realistic, however, they still suffer
from similar shortcomings as Kleinberg’s original model, e.g., they either assume a perfect b-ary tree
structure or a perfect lattice. On the other hand, after a long line of research [56, 30, 54, 27, 35, 1, 31]
Fraigniaud et al. [33] replaced the lattice structure in Kleinberg’s model with arbitrary connected
base networks. They showed how these base networks can be augmented with long-range edges
to make them navigable, which in the most general case means that variants of greedy routing
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succeed with a subpolynomial number of steps, provided that all nodes know the base network.
Note that this available information is much less local than in our model, where each node only
needs information about its direct neighbors. In particular, since every node knows in advance
a path to the target, greedy routing succeeds with probability one. Arguably, all these networks
were designed specifically for studying greedy routing, while our approach is rather to study greedy
routing on a preexisting model for real-world networks. Also, none of the previous theoretical work
showed ultra-small routing distance or considered patching strategies.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we formally introduce the model, in Section 3 we list
and explain our main results, and in Section 4 we discuss related experimental results. In Section 5
we discuss the patching criteria (P1)-(P3) and related literature on patching algorithms, and give
two simple examples for patching algorithms which satisfy (P1)-(P3). Section 6 contains a high
level discussion of the typical trajectory of greedy routing, and it also contains a sketch of the main
ideas of our proofs. Section 7 contains preparations for the proofs. Thereby, in Section 7.1 we
introduce the notation needed for the proofs. This section also contains a reference table for the
notation used in the various proofs. In Section 8.1 we prove the main Lemma 8.1, which lies at
the heart of all subsequent proofs, and finally we give the proofs of our main results in Sections 8
(basic algorithm), 9 (patching), 10 (relaxations), and 11 (hyperbolic random graphs).
2 Random Graph Model & Greedy Routing
2.1 Geometric Inhomogeneous Random Graphs (GIRGs)
In this paper we study greedy routing on Geometric Inhomogenous Random Graphs (GIRGs).
Informally speaking, a GIRG is a graph G = (V,E) where both the set of vertices V and the set of
edges E are random. Informally speaking, each vertex v has a random position xv in a geometric
space Td and a random weight wv ∈ R+, where the distribution of the weights follows a power law.
For each pair of vertices we flip an independent coin to determine whether they are connected by
an edge, where the probability to be connected increases with the weights and decreases with the
distance of the vertices. We now give the formal definition of the model, following [50].
Geometric space: Let d ∈ N be some (constant) parameter. As our geometric space we consider
the d-dimensional torus Td = Rd/Zd, which can be described as the d-dimensional cube [0, 1]d where
opposite boundaries are identified with each other. As distance function we use the ∞-norm on
Td, i.e., for x, y ∈ Td we define
‖x− y‖ := max
1≤i≤d
{min{|xi − yi|, 1− |xi − yi|}}.
The choice of the geometric space Td is in the spirit of the classical random geometric graphs [63].
We prefer the torus to the hyper-cube for technical simplicity, as it yields symmetry. However, it
is not hard to replace Td by [0, 1]d. Similarly, we may replace the maximum norm by any other
norm and obtain the same model since we allow constant factor deviations in the definitions (EP1)
and (EP2) below.5
5Note that when embedding a real world network into the GIRG model, e.g., as in [11], the real world coordinates
do not necessarily resemble the coordinates in the geometric space. It rather resembles an ambient space which
additionally includes more parameters such as hobbies.
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Let the set of vertices V be given by a Poisson point process on Td with intensity n, cf. [69]
for a formal definition of Poisson point processes.6 In particular, the expected number of vertices
is n, the positions of all vertices are uniformly at random in Td, and for each measurable A ⊂ Td,
the number of vertices in A is Poisson distributed with mean n · vol(A). Moreover, if A,B ⊆ Td
are disjoint measurable sets, then the number of vertices in A and in B are independent random
variables.
Weights: Let 2 < β < 3 and wmin > 0 be fixed constants. Then for each vertex v ∈ V indepen-
dently we draw a weight according to the probability density function
f(w) :=
{
Θ
(
wβ−1min w
−β), w ≥ wmin
0, w < wmin.
The density f is chosen such that every vertex takes a random weight according to a power-
law with parameter β and minimal weight wmin, and the probability that a random vertex has
weight at least w is proportional to w1−β. The choice of the power law parameter (2 < β < 3 ) is
standard [26].
Edges: Given the vertex set V and all positions and weights, we connect vertices u 6= v indepen-
dently with probability puv, which depends on the weights wu,wv and on the distance ‖xu − xv‖.
We require for some constant α > 1 the following edge probability condition:
puv = Θ
(
min
{
1
‖xu − xv‖αd ·
( wuwv
wminn
)α
, 1
})
. (EP1)
In particular, there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that puv = Θ(1) if u and v are very close to each
other, i.e., ‖xu − xv‖d ≤ c1 wuwvwminn .
The parameter α determines how fast the connection probability decays with increasing distance
of the nodes. In the threshold case α = ∞ the connection probably instantly drops to zero if the
vertices are too far apart: instead of (EP1) we require that there are constants 0 < c1 ≤ c2 such
that
puv =
{
Θ(1) if ‖xu − xv‖d ≤ c1 wuwvwminn
0 if ‖xu − xv‖d ≥ c2 wuwvwminn .
(EP2)
Note that there can be an interval [(c1
wuwv
wminn
)1/d, (c2
wuwv
wminn
)1/d] for ‖xu − xv‖ where the behaviour of
puv is arbitrary. In many settings the connection probability is 1 if u and v are sufficiently close to
each other.
The formulas (EP1) and (EP2) depend on the parameter wmin in such a way that the expected
degree of a vertex of weight w is Θ(w). Moreover, for two vertices u and v of fixed weights, but
with random positions, the connection probability is Exu,xv [puv | wu,wv] = Θ(min{ wuwvwminn , 1}). For
details see Section 7.
Summarizing, the free parameters of the model are the intensity (i.e., the expected number of
vertices) n, minimum weight wmin, the power law parameter 2 < β < 3, the dimension d ∈ N, the
decay parameter α > 1, and the actual probability functions puv which satisfy (EP1) (if α <∞) or
(EP2) (if α = ∞). In all subsequent theorems and proofs, we assume that all parameters except
n are constants. In particular, the O-notation may hide any dependence on the parameters d, α, β
6A very similar model is obtained by placing n points uniformly at random in Td, e.g. [17]. We prefer the Poisson
point process since then the number of vertices in disjoint regions of Td is independent.
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and on the hidden constants in (EP1) and (EP2), but not on wmin as Theorem 3.2 will link the
failure probability of the routing protocol to wmin.
2.2 Greedy routing
Routing protocol: We will evaluate the performance of greedy routing in a GIRG, which is the
following process. A message should be sent from a starting vertex s (source) to a target vertex
t. The address of every vertex v is the pair (xv,wv). Every vertex has local information, i.e., it
knows the address of itself and of its neighbors. In addition, the address of the target is written
on the packet. Then the routing proceeds in rounds and in every hop, the packet is sent from the
current vertex v to a neighbor u which maximizes a given objective function φ, cf. below. When a
dead end is reached, the process stops and the packet is dropped. If u = t, then we say that the
routing was successful. A pseudocode description is given with Algorithm 1 below. Note that we
will analyze the process for arbitrary vertices s and t, i.e., we may explicitly choose weights and
positions of s and t, while everything else of the graph is still drawn randomly.
Objective function: It is natural and in spirit of Milgram’s experiment [71] that in every round,
the packet should be sent to a neighbor v which maximizes pvt. Note that if α < ∞, maximizing
pvt is equivalent to maximizing wv/(wminn‖xv−xt‖d).7 Hence, for our analysis we use the objective
function
φ(v) :=
wv
wminn‖xv − xt‖d
and observe that the target vertex t globally maximizes φ, which is a necessary condition for any
reasonable objective function. In particular, if {s, t} ∈ E, then the algorithm will send the packet
directly to the target.
We emphasize that each vertex only needs to know the positions and weights of its direct
neighbors, and the geometric position of t (which we assume to be part of the message). This goes
in line with Milgram’s experiment, where participants knew geometric positions and professions of
their acquaintances and made their choices accordingly [59, 71].
Algorithm 1 Greedy Routing Algorithm
1: function GREEDY(s, m) // s: source, m: message (contains target information t)
2: if s == t then deliver message
3: else
4: v ← argmax{φ(u) | u ∈ Γ(s)}
5: if φ(v) > φ(s) then GREEDY(v, m)
6: else return failure
3 Results
In this Section we list and explain all our main results. Unless stated otherwise, we assume through-
out the paper that s and t are fixed, while the rest of the graph is drawn randomly. That is, an
adversary may pick weights and positions of s and t, while the remaining vertices and all edges are
7We keep the normalization factor n since it will turn out to be the most natural normalization. In this way, φ(v)
will always increase by the same exponent in the second phase of the algorithm, cf. Section 6. We use the additional
wmin-factor only for technical reasons, as it simplifies several calculations.
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drawn randomly as described in Section 2.8 Then we consider greedy routing from s to t. Proof
sketches and intuitive reasons for the results can be found in Section 6. The formal proofs can be
found in Section 8 (basic algorithm), Section 9 (patching), Section 10 (relaxations), and Section 11
(hyperbolic random graphs).
Success Probability. As our first result we show that greedy routing from s to t succeeds with
constant probability. The proofs of the following theorem is in Section 8.2.
Theorem 3.1. Greedy routing succeeds with probability Ω(1).
In general, we cannot expect anything better than constant conection probability, since we only
assumed a connection probability of Θ(1) in (EP1) and (EP2) even if two vertices are very close
to each other. So we may end in a vertex which is extremely close to t, but which fails to actually
connect to t. If we assume connection probability 1 in such cases, then we get a better connection
probabilty. More precisely, assume that the constant c1 in (EP1) or (EP2) is chosen such that the
following condition holds.
puv = 1 if ‖xu − xv‖d ≤ c1 wuwvwminn . (EP3)
Then we can strengthen Theorem 3.1 by showing that the failure probability decays exponentially
with wmin.
Theorem 3.2. If (EP3) holds in addition to the model assumptions, then:
(i) Greedy routing succeeds with probability 1−O(e−wΩ(1)min ).
(ii) If min{ws,wt} = ω(1) then greedy routing succeeds with probability 1 −min{ws,wt}−Ω(1). In
particular, in this case greedy routing succeeds a.a.s..
We will prove this result in Section 8.3. The first part of the theorem is also almost-optimal.
The degree of a vertex v ∈ V is distributed as Pois(Θ(wv)), as we will see in Lemma 7.2 below.
Therefore a vertex v of weight wv is isolated with probability e
−Θ(wv). If for example wt = Θ(wmin),
then the success probability cannot be higher than 1− e−Θ(wmin).
For both statements we remark that we only need (EP3) for the very last step. Even with-
out (EP3), with sufficiently high probability greedy routing finds a vertex u such that u and t
satisfy the precondition of (EP3). However, without (EP3) the vertex u only has probability Θ(1)
to connect to t directly, and there is a considerable chance that there is no better neighbor of u,
i.e., that u is a local optimum.
Stretch. One of the most crucial efficiency measures for routing protocols is the stretch, i.e., the
ratio of the routing paths length compared to the length of a shortest path. Clearly, routing can
only succeed if the source s and the target t are in the same component of the graph. In [16] it
was proven that a.a.s. a GIRG possesses a giant connected component of linear size in which the
average distance is 2±o(1)| log(β−2)| log log n. The next theorem shows that the number of steps of the
greedy routing algorithm (either the target is found or the routing stops) is a.a.s. equal to shortest
paths, up to a stretch of 1 + o(1). The proof is given in Section 8.4.
8Equivalently, we can first choose the random graph G, then draw s and t at random, and condition the resulting
probability space on xs, xt, ws, and wt.
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Theorem 3.3. A.a.s., greedy routing stops after at most 2+o(1)| log(β−2)| log log n steps and either finds
t or ends in a dead end. More precisely, for every f0(n) = ω(1) a.a.s. the stronger bound
1+o(1)
| log(β−2)|(log logws φ(s)
−1 + log logwt φ(s)
−1) +O(f0(n)). (1)
holds.
Note that Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 together imply that even if we condition on greedy routing
being successful, then still a.a.s. greedy routing needs at most 2+o(1)| log(β−2)| log log n steps. Since this
agrees with the average distance in the giant, it is optimal. In particular, for two vertices s, t with
random weights and positions, if greedy routing between s and t is successful then a.a.s. the stretch
is 1 + o(1).9
In the most typical situation (e.g., if s and t are chosen randomly), (1) evaluates to the simpler
expression 2+o(1)| log(β−2)| log logn in Theorem 3.3. For example, this is the case if s and t have constant
weights and are far apart from each other: ws,wt = O(1), and ‖xs − xt‖ = Ω(1). However, if s and
t have large weights or are close to each other, then (1) gives a much better bound (but never a
worse bound, since φ(s) = Ω(1/n) is always true).
Patching. As outlined in the introduction, greedy routing may have practical applications. For
these applications, it is not acceptable that the algorithm simply fails if it enters a local maximum.
Therefore, several patching methods have been proposed. We show that any patching algorithm A
is efficient if it satisfies the following three basic conditions. For further discussions, in particular
of the conditions, see Section 5.
(P1) (Greedy choices.) If A is in some vertex v and decides to visit an unexplored neighbor then
it must choose the unexplored neighbor of largest objective. If A visits a vertex v for the first
time, and v has a neighbor of larger objective, then A proceeds to the neighbor of v with
largest objective.
(P2) (Poly-time exploration.) If A has explored k vertices, and at least one of these vertices has
an unexplored neighbor, then A visits an unexplored vertex in kO(1) steps.
(P3) (Poly-time exhaustive search.) Assume that A visits a vertex v that has larger objective than
all previously visited vertices, and let S be the connected component of v in G[V≥φ(v)], i.e.,
S is the set of all vertices that can be reached from v without touching vertices of worse
objective than v. Then A visits the vertices in S in the next |S|O(1) steps (or finds t in one
of these steps).
If φ(s) = Ω(1) then there exists a sufficiently slowly falling φ0 = o(1) such that A explores
the connected component S of s in G[V≥φ0 ] in |S|O(1) steps.
Condition (P2) ensures that greedy routing is always successful if source s and target t are
in the same component. The surprising result is that (P1)-(P3) are already sufficient to ensure
efficient greedy routing, i.e., a.a.s. the stretch is 1 + o(1). The proof can be found in Section 9.
9Technically speaking, here we use the slightly stronger statement that a.a.s. a 1 − o(1) fraction of all pairs of
vertices in the giant have distance 2±o(1)| log(β−2)| log logn. This statement is not explicitly formulated as a lemma in [16],
but is in the proof of Theorem 5.9 in [16].
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Theorem 3.4. Assume that A is a routing algorithm that satisfies (P1)-(P3). If s and t are in
the same component10 then A always successfully routes from s to t, and a.a.s. this takes at most
2+o(1)
| log(β−2)| log logn steps.
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Relaxations. So far we assumed that the objective φ can be computed exactly, which may be
unrealistic in practice. For example, in the Milgram experiment the participants can only estimate
the objective values of their neighbors. So we also study an approximate version of greedy routing,
where the greedy algorithm uses an objective function φ˜ which is only an approximation of φ. We
allow that φ˜ deviates from φ by a bounded constant factor, or even more. This adds quite some
flexibility : for any of the best min{wv, φ(v)−1}o(1) neighbors of a vertex v, there is a “good enough”
approximation φ˜ which puts this vertex to the top. In particular, it is not necessary to compute
the optimal neighbor w.r.t. φ, which may be costly. Moreover, the routing process is also robust :
for example, it is no problem if some of the edges fail during execution of the routing, since the
current vertex can send the message to any other good neighbor instead.
Theorem 3.5. Let φ˜ : V → R be a function which is maximized with t such that
φ˜(v) = Θ
(
φ(v) ·min{wv, φ(v)−1}o(1)
)
, (2)
holds for all v ∈ V . Then Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 also hold for greedy routing with respect
to φ˜ instead of φ.
Moreover, let δ > 0 be a small constant. Then for Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 the previous
statement is still true if for vertices v ∈ V with φ(v) ≥ O(w−1+δt ) we relax Condition (2) to the
weaker condition
φ˜(v) = Ω
(
w
−1+δ/2
t
)
. (3)
Finally, for transferring Theorem 3.4 this weaker condition is also sufficient if t is a random
vertex.
The proof of Theorem 3.5 can be found in Section 10.
A consequence of Theorem 3.5 is that the results of this paper also hold for variations of the
model. For example, most of the experimental work is performed in slightly different models, e.g.,
they consider geometric routing on hyperbolic random graphs (see Section 4 for details). In [17] it
was proven that one-dimensional GIRGs (d = 1) contain the model of hyperbolic random graphs
as a special case, but still geometric routing in hyperbolic space is not exactly the same as greedy
routing in our sense. Theorem 3.5 shows that the differences are negligible. Formally, geometric
routing on hyperbolic random graphs induces an objective function φH on the corresponding GIRG,
which falls into the class of objective functions considered in Theorem 3.5. The proof and further
background on hyperbolic random graphs is contained in Section 11.
Corollary 3.6. All theorems about success probability and path length apply as well for geometric
routing on hyperbolic random graphs. Moreover, if t is a random vertex, then Theorem 3.4 for
patching algorithms also holds for hyperbolic random graphs.
10i.e., the a.a.s. statement holds conditioned on the event that s and t are both in the same component.
11In fact, a.a.s. the precise number of steps is again given by expression (1). For the sake of readability, we omit
the proof of the more precise bound and restrict ourselves to the bound as claimed in the theorem.
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4 Comparison with Experimental Results
There are several recent papers which experimentally study ’greedy processes’ in graphs with hidden
metric spaces [9, 10, 11, 23, 52, 61]. In these papers, either GIRGs are sampled for various parameter
combinations, sometimes under different names; or given real networks (e.g., the internet graph)
are embedded into the space Td ×W, where W is the space of weights (mostly in the special case
d = 1, where Td ×W can be interpreted as hyperbolic disc [17, Theorem 6.3], cf. Corollary 3.6).
Afterwards, in both settings, the authors experimentally study how greedy routing algorithms
perform on these graphs. Thus our paper gives theoretical explanations for the effects that were
observed in these papers, which we discuss in detail below.
In contrast, [9] and [10] study geometric greedy processes, i.e., the routing is degree-agnostic
and only uses the distance in an homogeneous and isotropic space. It turns out that this geometric
type of routing still works in some settings, but is far less efficient and robust (e.g., it completely
fails for some values of β ∈ [2, 3]). This suggests that greedy routing as considered in this paper is
superior to geometric routing. It remains an intriguing open task to understand theoretically how
geometric routing behaves for realistic network models.
Success Probability: As the main contributions the aforementioned papers observe a large
success probability of greedy routing for most studied combinations of parameters. This is explained
by Theorem 3.1, which gives a general lower bound Ω(1) on the success probability. Often, the
experimentally observed success probability is surprisingly large (i.e., larger than 97% in [11]).
We believe that we can give the reason for this observation with Theorem 3.2 (i), where we show
that the failure probability drops exponentially with the parameter wmin controlling the minimum
expected degree. Thus, even with very moderate values of wmin it is not surprising to obtain large
success probabilities.
Trajectory of a Greedy Path: In their experiments the authors in [11, 52, 53, 61] observed that
a successful greedy path starting at a small degree node will first visit nodes of larger degrees and
continue along this path until it reaches the core of the network; afterwards, the greedy path leaves
the core towards nodes with smaller degrees but with much closer geometric distance to the target
until it reaches its destination. We prove this observation formally. In our proofs, we partition our
network into layers, and show that the greedy path follows closely this layer structure. In the first
half of the process, the layers are characterized by increasing weights, in the second by decreasing
geometric distances to the target. We prove that a.a.s. the greedy algorithm visits each layer at
most once, and that it visits a (1− o(1))-fraction of all layers. Thus we characterize accurately the
trajectory that greedy routing takes.
Stretch: Besides the success probability, the stretch of a greedy path, i.e., the quotient of a greedy
paths length vs. the length of a shortest path, is one of the most meaningful measures to evaluate
the usefulness of greedy routing in applications. Experiments revealed a surprisingly small stretch
close to 1, both for embedded real graphs ([11]) and for sampled random graphs [52, 53, 61]. In
Theorem 3.3 we give the theoretical explanation and prove formally that successful greedy routing
has a stretch of 1 + o(1) in the case of success.
Patching: Patching has been experimentally found to be highly efficient, and to maintain an
average stretch close to 1 [23, 43, 52, 53, 61]. However, most experiments in sampled models have
been performed with a small number of vertices (e.g., n = 1000). Also, not all methods guarantee
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successful routing if s and t are in the same component. Interestingly, the gravity-pressure method
considered in [23] shows good results, although it does not fall into our class of patching algorithms,
and it suffers from the problems described in Section 5. So it remains open whether this algorithm
is also theoretically efficient, or whether the good results were simulation artefacts (see also [66]).
As Theorem 3.4 shows, a broad class of natural patching algorithms are highly efficient, even
if they boost the success probability to 100% for vertices in the same component. Most notably,
we prove in Theorem 3.4 that a stretch of 1 + o(1) is not only achievable, but that it is guaranteed
under the weak and natural assumptions (P1)-(P3).
5 Patching Algorithms: Discussion and Examples
The naive greedy protocol gets stuck if it enters a local optimum, which is not acceptable for
technical applications. Several different patching strategies have been suggested to overcome this
issue, and experimental results showed that many of them work quite well in practice [23, 43, 52,
53, 61, 66]. We formally prove that in fact any patching strategy works well if it satisfies some basic
conditions, namely (P1) greedy choices, (P2) poly-time exploration, and (P3) poly-time exhaustive
search (cf. page 10).
Note that all three conditions are natural: the first one is that the algorithm makes greedy
choices whenever there is an obvious decision to be made. Note that still there are many choices
left to the algorithm. For example, if it enters a local optimum, then it is free to decide if and
how much it backtracks before continuing exploration. The second condition ensures that A never
gets stuck (or only for a polynomial time). Finally, the third condition (P3) forces the algorithm
to search exhaustively a connected set of “good” candidates in reasonable time before turning
to less promising candidates. The second part of (P3) is concerned with the exceptional case
φ(s) = Ω(1) (for random s and t this only happens with probability O(1/n)) and is necessary to
avoid trivialities: if φ(s) = Ω(1) then there may be no (or only few) vertices of better objective
than s, and the precondition of the first part of (P3) may never be fufillled. We remark that the
requirement that φ0 is “sufficiently slowly falling” can be specified to φ0 = (log log n)
−o(1).
The last condition (P3) does exclude some algorithms like the gravity-pressure algorithm in-
troduced in [61]. This algorithm always visits the best neighbor v′ of the current search point
v, even if φ(v′) < φ(v), and thus does not satisfy (P3). E.g., assume that the algorithm visits
two consecutive vertices v1, v2 of increasing objective, and assume further that v2 has exactly one
more neighbor u of very bad objective (φ(u)  φ(v1)), while v1 has other neighbors of better
objective. Then continuing the search from u before exploring the other neighbors of v1 may be
a bad strategy, and this is what (P3) rules out. For example, the gravity-pressure algorithm will
prefer to visit any unexplored vertex over returning to v1. So if v1 lies on the only path to t (which
happens with probability Ω(1)), then the algorithm may potentially explore large parts of the giant
before returning to v1, and thus before finding t. This may explain that the algorithm is especially
vulnerable in sparse networks [66].
Generally, there are two relevant types of algorithms if the global structure is unknown to the
vertices: either information about the routing history is stored in the message (e.g., the protocol
SMTP for emails [65]); or for every message a small amount of information is stored in each vertex,
yielding rather exploration than classical routing (e.g., flooding algorithms like [41, 49], the gravity
pressure algorithm [61], or tree-based approaches [66]). In both cases, it is very easy to design a
routing algorithm that satisfies conditions (P1)-(P3), as we outline in the following. For simplicity,
we assume that φ(s) = o(1).
For the first case, we may simply store the list of visited vertices in the message, and for each
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vertex v we additionally store the objective of the best unexplored incident edge in the message
(i.e., the objective of the best neighbor u of v for which the algorithm did not traverse the edge uv).
Compared to SMTP this only increases the required memory by a single value per visited node.
With this information, a trivial way to satisfy conditions (P1)-(P3) is to use the greedy algorithm
if possible (i.e., if we are not in a local optimum), and otherwise explore the best unexplored edge
that goes out from any visited vertex.
For the second case, a variant of depth-first search satisfies condition (P1)-(P3), in which the
message and each visited vertex only need to store a constant number of pointers and objective
values. More precisely, for a vertex v ∈ V and a value Φ ∈ R+ consider a greedy depth first search
on the subgraph G[V≥Φ] of vertices which have objective at least Φ, starting in v. “Greedy” here
means that if there are several unexplored edges going out from a vertex, then the DFS algorithm
picks the edge that leads to the vertex of highest objective. We call this algorithm (greedy) Φ-DFS
for short. Note that since G[V≥Φ] does not need to be connected, the Φ-DFS does not necessarily
visit all vertices in G[V≥Φ].
The idea is now the following. Whenever we encounter a vertex v which has strictly larger
objective than all previously visited vertices, then we start a φ(v)-DFS at v. We do this recursively,
so when in this φ(v)-DFS we encounter another vertex v′ which has larger objective than all
previously visited vertices (including the vertices visited during the φ(v)-DFS), then we pause the
φ(v)-DFS, and start a φ(v′)-DFS in v′. It may happen that the φ(v′)-DFS is completed without
success, i.e., that we return to v′ after recursively exploring all its better neighbors without finding
t. In this case, we simply discard the φ(v′)-DFS and resume the paused φ(v)-DFS. Note that we
treat all vertices visited during the φ(v′)-DFS as unvisited for the resumed φ(v)-DFS. However,
we do store the best objective value that we have ever seen (regardless in which DFS we have
seen them) in the message. A pseudocode description is given in Algorithm 2. The algorithm is
distributed, i.e, there is no shared global memory, and no global stack of function calls is required
to execute the algorithm. Moreover, at each time only one vertex is active, and each vertex only
needs to know positions and weights of its direct neighbors.
Let us argue that this algorithm only needs to store a constant number of pointers and objective
values in the message and the visited vertices. During a Φ-DFS, we store at each visited vertex the
identity of the parent vertex (to allow backtracking) together with the value Φ, and we call this
pair the Φ-information. In the message we keep track of the current value of Φ, the identity of the
last visited vertex, and the best seen objective. Note that this information already allows us to
perform the Φ-DFS in a greedy depth-first manner, and also to decide whether we want to start a
new DFS. If we start a new DFS in a vertex v, we need to store in v all information that is necessary
to resume the previous DFS: the parent vertex, the previous value of Φ, and a flag indicating that
we started a new DFS in v. So for each value of Φ, the Φ-DFS requires a constant memory in
each vertex. It only remains to show that no vertex ever needs to store the Φ-information for two
different values of Φ simultaneously. So assume we enter a vertex during a Φ-DFS, and it already
contains the Φ′-information for some Φ′ > Φ. Then we started the Φ′-DFS after the Φ-DFS, and
the only way to resume the Φ-exploration is that the Φ′-DFS terminated without finding t. So
in this case we can safely delete the Φ′-information. On the other hand, if we run a Φ-DFS then
we claim that we can never encounter a vertex v which carries a Φ′-information for some Φ′ < Φ.
Indeed, this could only happen if φ(v) ≥ Φ (to visit v during the Φ-DFS), and if moreover we would
have visited v during the Φ′-DFS, i.e., before the start of the Φ-DFS. But if such a vertex would
exist then we wouldn’t have started the Φ-DFS in the first place, since Φ wouldn’t have been the
best encountered objective at this point. So indeed we can not visit a vertex v which carries some
Φ′-information for Φ′ < Φ. Summarizing, we never need to store the Φ-information for more than
one value of Φ in the same vertex.
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Algorithm 2 Example of a distributed exploration algorithm that satisfies (P1)-(P3) and
that uses only a constant number of pointers and variables in the message and in each node.
Whenever EXPLORE or BACKTRACK TO are called, the parent process may terminate. For
readability, we did not spell out updates of m.last visited vertex except the special case in line 26.
Furthermore we assumed that no vertex has two neighbors of equal objective.
1: function ROUTING(s, m) // s: source, m: message (contains target information)
2: m.best seen objective ← −∞ // initialisation start
3: m.Phi ← −∞
4: m.last visited vertex ← s
5: s.Phi ← φ(s)
6: EXPLORE(s, m)
7: function EXPLORE(v, m) // we visit v by an unexplored edge in current Φ-DFS
8: if v.Phi == m.Phi then // if v already visited in current Φ-DFS ...
9: BACKTRACK TO(m.last visited vertex, m) // ... then we immediately return
10: else // if v not visited in current Φ-DFS
11: if φ(v) > m.best seen objective then // potentially start new DFS with Φ = φ(v)
12: SET NEW PHI(v, m)
13: INIT VERTEX(v, m)
14: if {u ∈ Γ(v) | φ(u) ≥ m.Phi} 6= ∅ then // if there is neighbor better than Φ
15: u ← argmax{φ(u) | u ∈ Γ(v)} // go to best neighbor
16: EXPLORE(u, m)
17: else BACKTRACK TO(m.last visited vertex, m) // no unexplored neighbors better than Φ
18: function BACKTRACK TO(v, m) // we backtrack from m.last visited vertex to v
19: S := {u ∈ Γ(v) | u 6= v.parent,m.Phi ≤ φ(u) < φ(m.last visited vertex)}
20: if S 6= ∅ then // if there is still unexplored child better than Φ ...
21: u ← argmax{φ(u) | u ∈ S} // ... go to best of them
22: EXPLORE(u, m)
23: else // if no child left to explore
24: if v.started new dfs == TRUE then // if DFS for current Φ was unsuccessful ...
25: RESET TO OLD PHI(v, m) // ... we resume Φ-DFS for previous value of Φ ...
26: m.last visited vertex ← v.parent // ... in the state where we left it, coming from v.parent
27: EXPLORE(v, m)
28: else // if current Φ-DFS continues, but no child left to explore ...
29: BACKTRACK TO(v.parent, m) // ... backtrack to parent
30: function SET NEW PHI(v, m) // v starts a new DFS with Φ = φ(v).
31: m.best seen objective ← φ(v)
32: if {u ∼ v | φ(u) ≥ φ(v)} 6= ∅ then // we only start the new DFS if there are actually better neighbors
33: v.started new dfs ← TRUE
34: v.previous Phi ← m.Phi // store this in case we need to resume previous Φ-DFS
35: m.Phi ← φ(v)
36: function RESET TO OLD PHI(v, m) // to resume Φ-DFS for previous value of Φ
37: v.started new dfs ← FALSE
38: m.Phi ← v.previous Phi
39: v.Phi ← v.previous Phi
40: function INIT VERTEX(v, m) // we visit v for the first time in the current Φ-DFS
41: v.Phi ← m.Phi // v has been visited in current Φ-DFS
42: v.parent ← m.last visited vertex // parent for backtracking
Finally we argue that the algorithm satisfies (P1)-(P3). It is evident that the algorithm satisfies
conditions (P1) and (P2). Moreover, it also satisfies (P3): if x ∈ V and S ⊆ V is the set of all
vertices of objective at least φ(v), then a φ(v)-DFS takes at most O(|E(S, S)|) = O(S2) steps. For
every vertex u ∈ S, we may interrupt the φ(v)-DFS for another φ(u)-DFS, but each of these also
takes at most O(S2) steps. So in total we will explore the set S in at most O(S3) steps.
6 Proof Sketches and the Typical Trajectory of a Greedy Path
In this section we describe the evolution of the basic greedy process and give a very rough outline of
the proof ideas and the main difficulties. At the same time, we describe the trajectory of a typical
greedy path, which is also depicted in Figure 1 below. Full proofs can be found in the subsequent
sections.
Mean field analysis and typical trajectories: For simplicity, assume that both the source
s and the target t have constant weight and assume that ‖xs − xt‖ = Ω(1), which is the typical
case. As s has small weight, a.a.s. all its neighbors (if any) have relatively small weight as well and
are located in a ball of small geometric distance around xs, which we call “region of influence” for
illustrative purposes. Since the region of influence of s is small and far away from t, all points in
this region have the same distance from t, up to factors (1 + o(1)). In particular, all neighbors of
s have the same distance from t, up to factors (1 + o(1)). On the other hand, the weights of the
neighbors fluctuate by non-negligible constant factors. (So do the distances from s, but they do not
influence the objective values.) Hence, the fluctuations of the weights dominate the fluctuations
of the distances from t, and consequently, routing proceeds to a neighbor of s with higher weight.
More precisely, we can expect that s has a neighbor of weight roughly w
1/(β−2)
s . We repeat the
argument and observe that the routing exhibits a first phase in which the weight of the current
vertex increases by an exponent ≈ 1β−2 > 1 within every step. This phase stops when a vertex
v with the property φ(v) & w−1/(β−2)v is reached. Since the weight increases by an exponent of
1/(β − 2) with every hop, this first phase needs only ≈ log logn/| log(β − 2)| steps.
Once the routing reaches a vertex v such that φ(v) & w−1/(β−2)v , the relation between the current
weight and the current objective change, since now the region of influence of v contains t. That
does not mean that v is adjacent to t (in fact, this is very unlikely), but v does have neighbors which
are much closer to t. These neighbors typically have smaller weight than v, but the gain in distance
is enough to make up for the smaller weight. In this way we can hope for a neighbor of objective
≈ φ(v)β−2. (Note that φ(v) < 1, so indeed the objective increases.) Moreover, the best neighbor
still satisfies the relation φ(v) & w−1/(β−2)v , so we can repeat the argument. Thus in this second
phase, the objective increases by the same exponent in every step. After ≈ log log n/| log(β − 2)|
rounds, this second phase reaches a vertex v of objective φ(v) = Ω(1). Then, in the case α < ∞
we have pvt ≥ (φ(v)wt)α = Ω(1), so with probability Ω(1) vertex v connects directly to the target
vertex t. If α = ∞, we need a small number of additional steps to find t. This already gives
an idea why greedy routing succeeds with probability Ω(1) (Theorem 3.1), and why it only needs
2+o(1)
| log(β−2)| log logn steps (Theorem 3.3). It also gives a typical trajectory of the greedy path.
Main difficulties: In the formal proofs of our statements we show that with sufficiently high
probability, the routing does not deviate too much from this typical trajectory. For a single vertex v
it is not difficult to calculate the weight wu and the objective φ(u) of its best neighbor u. However,
there is a major difficulty: the greedy algorithm only proceeds to u when u is the best neighbor of v.
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So if we want to compute the probability that the best neighbor of u is again what we expect, then
we need to compute a conditional probability, namely conditioned on v having no better neighbor.
Unfortunately, this introduces dependencies which are impossible to handle directly.
The main technical contribution of this paper is in overcoming these dependencies. The basic
idea is to uncover the vertices by increasing objective. However, note that the greedy path Pφ
in the graph G≤φ induced by vertices of objective at most φ does not need to coincide with the
greedy path P in G, since the vertices in Pφ may have a neighbor of objective larger than φ, thus
shortcutting the rest of Pφ. Unfortunately, the number of vertices which lie on a greedy path
in some G≤φ is so large that many of them have undesired properties. Thus we can not prove
iteratively that all nodes on the temporary greedy paths have good properties, because they do
not. On the other hand, uncovering the next node on P is impossible without introducing the
aforementioned dependencies.
Layer technique: Instead of looking at individual vertices, we define carefully crafted layers Ai
for the first phase (defined via weights) and the second phase (defined via objectives) such that
the typical trajectory contains at most one vertex per layer. Then we consider the greedy path
Pi induced by the first i layers and prove that with sufficiently high probability either Pi has no
vertex in Ai or the first vertex v ∈ Ai ∩ Pi has a neighbor u outside the first i layers with better
objective than all neighbors inside the first i layers (which we already have uncovered). Note that
this is an event where we do not suffer from dependencies: the vertex v is defined only in terms
of the first i layers, so we can determine v without uncovering any parts of the remaining graph.
Consequently, the number of vertices of v in larger layers is Poisson distributed, and it suffices to
show that its expectation is large. It is not hard to see that the above events together imply that
greedy routing succeeds throughout all layers, and that it visits no layer twice. So we may apply a
union bound over all layers, and obtain that the routing algorithms succeeds with probability Ω(1)
and visits at most one vertex per layer.12 The whole idea is formalized in our main Lemma 8.1.
Then Theorem 3.1 directly follows from the main lemma. A more careful analysis along the same
lines gives the relaxation result, Theorem 3.5. All other theorems also rely heavily on the layer
technique, but require more tricks to handle start and end phases.
Start and end phases: It turns out that the failure probability of greedy routing is dominated
by the first few steps (when the weight is still constant) and the last few steps (when the objective
is constant). In each of these steps the algorithm has probability Ω(1) to fail. For example, in the
typical case that s has a constant weight, there is a constant probability that s has no neighbors at
all. However, the number of neighbors of s is Poisson distributed with mean Θ(ws). In particular,
the probability to have no neighbors decays exponentially with ws. Similar considerations apply
for the number of neighbors with better objective. This is the reason why the failure probability
decays exponentially with wmin (Theorem 3.2). The actual proof is much more tricky and is carried
out in Section 8.3.
Finally, to prove the patching result (Theorem 3.4) we show three intermediate results. (i) If
we have explored k vertices, starting from s, then with probability 1 − exp{−kΩ(1)} at least one
of these vertices is adjacent to a vertex of weight at least kΩ(1). By condition (P2) it takes only
kO(1) steps to explore k vertices, so after a short exploration phase of o(log log n) steps, a.a.s. we
find a vertex of weight ω(1). (ii) As in the purely greedy case, starting from a vertex of weight
ω(1) a.a.s. we follow a typical trajectory of the greedy algorithm as described above, until we find a
vertex v with almost constant objective (say, with objective φ(v) ≈ (log log log n)−1). This middle
12We do not visit every layer. But since a.a.s. the stretch is 1+o(1), we visit a.a.s. a (1−o(1))-fraction of all layers.
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Figure 1: A typical greedy path. In the main Lemma 8.1 we prove that if for some φ0 = o(1) we
uncover the graph G[V≤φ0 ] then the trajectory looks as depicted if the process gets started at all.
Moreover in the last layer we find a vertex which has in expectation (over the randomness in V>φ0)
still many neighbors in the next layer. Note that the greedy path in G does not need to coincide
with the greedy path on G[V≤φ0 ], but it can only deviate by jumping to a vertex of objective larger
than φ0. The special layer A1,∞ is tine and will be needed only for technical reasons.
phase is purely greedy and does not require patching. In particular, v has better objective than any
previously visited vertices. (iii) We study the graph G≥φ(v) induced by vertices of objective larger
than v and find that a.a.s. G≥φ(v) contains at most O(φ(v)−1) vertices and a giant component, that
contains both the vertices t and v. Thus by condition (P3) the algorithm will explore the giant
component of G≥φ(v) and find t in additional o(log log n) steps.
7 Notation & Basic Properties of GIRGs
Before proving our main results, we make several preparations in this chapter. First we introduce
some basic notation. Then, in Section 7.2 we give some properties of the GIRG model which hold
in general and have no direct connection to greedy routing. Finally, Section 7.3 contains lemmas
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which are more directly related to greedy routing. In particular, there we calculate for a given
vertex v ∈ V where we expect to find its neighbors with highest objective.
7.1 Notation
Throughout the paper G = (V,E) always denotes an (undirected) random graph given by the
GIRG model with vertex set V and edge set E. For a vertex v, we denote its weight and position
by wv and xv, respectively, and Γ(v) is the set of neighbors of v in G. For A ⊆ V , we denote by
G[A] the subgraph of G induced by A. Moreover, for φ ∈ R we denote by V≤φ and V>φ the set of
vertices with objective at most φ and larger than φ, respectively.
We remind the reader that the Landau notation O,Ω, etc. may hide the power law exponent
β, the decay parameter α, the dimension d, and the constants in (EP1) and (EP2), but not the
minimal weight wmin. The Landau notation is always used with respect to n → ∞. We say that
an event E = E(n) holds asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) if Pr[E(n)]→ 1 for n→∞. We refer
to Table 1 on page 20 for general notation used throughout the paper.
7.2 Properties of GIRGs
In this short section we collect some basic properties of GIRGs. We start with some basic lemmas
taken from [16].13 First we give a formula for the marginal probability for an edge between two
vertices u and v with given weights.
Lemma 7.1 ([16, Lemma 4.3]). Let u, v be two vertices of a GIRG. Then
Pr
xu,xv
[{u, v} ∈ E | wu,wv] = Θ(min{ wuwv
wminn
, 1
})
.
Note that this marginal probability is the same as for Chung-Lu graphs. This is why GIRGs
can be interpreted as a geometric variant of Chung-Lu random graphs. Furthermore, the above
expression does not change if we fix one of the two coordinates (but not both!). From Lemma 7.1,
we can directly deduce the following statement about the degree of a given vertex.
Lemma 7.2. Let v ∈ V be a fixed vertex with weight wv. Then the random variable deg(v) is
distributed as Pois(Θ(wv)), and in particular E[deg(v)] = Θ(wv).
Proof. The fact that deg(v) is a Poisson distributed random variable follows immediately since
the vertices are given by a Poisson point process. The formula E[deg(v)] = Θ(wv) was shown
in [16, Lemma 4.4], and the expectation of this model agrees with the expectation in our model,
cf. Footnote 13.
The next lemma asserts that there is a unique giant component (i.e., a component of linear
size). Moreover, the average distance in the giant component is the same as the number of steps
that greedy routing takes (Theorem 3.3), up to a stretch factor of 1 + o(1).
Lemma 7.3 ([16, Theorem 2.2, 2.3]). A.a.s. the largest component has linear size, while all other
components have size at most logO(1) n. Moreover, a.a.s. the average distance between vertices in
the largest component is 2±o(1)| log(β−2)| log logn.
13The model in [16] slightly differs from our version (apart from being more general, [16, Theorem 7.3]) because
the vertices are not given by a Poisson point process, but rather n vertices are placed uniformly at random in Td.
However, for any two given vertices u and v, the distribution of weights and positions and the connection probabilities
are the same. Moreover, the models coincide if we condition our model on the number of vertices. In particular, if a
statement holds a.a.s. in the model in [16] then it also holds a.a.s. in our model.
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Notation Definition Defined on page
General
G = (V,E) random graph from the GIRG model with 6
vertex set V and edge set E
Γ(v) set of neighbors of v in G 19
G[S] subgraph of G induced by S ⊆ V 19
deg(v) degree of vertex v in G 19
vol(A) volume of A ⊆ Td 6
a.a.s. “asymptotically almost surely”, probability → 1 as n→∞ 19
Pois(n) Poisson distribution with parameter n 6
Model
n expected number of vertices 6
d dimension of the geometric space 6
β 2 < β < 3, power-law parameter 7
wmin minimal weight of a vertex 7
α decay parameter, which balances between 7
vertex degrees and the geographical distance in puv
puv edge connection probability between u and v 7
Td considered geometric space:d dim. torus (Rd/Zd) 6
xv position of v in the geometric space T
d 6
f probability density function of the weights 7
wv weight of v, wv ∈ R 6
c1, c2 constants in the connection probability puv 7
Routing
s, t starting and destination vertex of the routing 6
m message to be routed 8
φ objective function 8
V≤φ, (V>φ) set of vertices with objective ≤ φ, (> φ) 19
φ˜ approximative objective function 11
Proofs
γ(ε) 1−εβ−2 , a constant 23
ε1 ε1(α, β) > 0, a fixed global constant 23
V1 vertex set corresponding to the first phase of routing, 23
{v ∈ V : φ(v) ≤ w−γ(ε1)v }
V2 vertex set corresponding to the second phase of routing, 23
{v ∈ V : φ(v) ≥ w−γ(ε1)v }
ζ max{32 , 2α−12α+4−2β} for α <∞, 32 for α =∞ 23
V +(v, ε) set of good vertices: large weight and larger objective 23
V −(v, ε) set of bad vertices: small weight and large objective 23
w1(ε) O(e
d/ε) 31
φ1(ε) Ω(e
−d/ε) 31
w-grid grid splitting Td into nw equal and disjoint cubes 22
V (w, φ) {v ∈ V1 | wv ≥ w ∧ φ(v) ≤ φ} ∪ {v ∈ V2 | φ(v) ≤ φ} 31
Table 1: A general notation table
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For a fixed vertex v, the following lemma shows that it is unlikely for v to have a neighbor of
much larger weight. We will need this auxiliary result only for the proof of Theorem 3.5, i.e., for
studying the relaxations.
Lemma 7.4. Let ε > 0 and let v ∈ V be a fixed vertex of weight wv. Then the expected number of
neighbors of v with weight at least w+ := w
(1+ε)/(β−2)
v is O(w
β−2
min w
−ε
v ).
Proof. We calculate the expected value with a straight-forward integral over all vertex weights
larger than w+. The probability measure is given by the density f(w), and for a vertex u of fixed
weight wu and random coordinate xu, the probability to have an edge with v is at most O(
wuwv
wminn
)
by Lemma 7.1. Then the expected number of such neighbors of v is at most
n ·
∫ ∞
w+
f(w) ·O
(
wvw
wminn
)
dw = O
(
wβ−2min wv
∫ ∞
w+
w1−βdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min w
−ε
v
)
.
Next, we compute the total number of vertices whose objective is larger than a given φ0.
Lemma 7.5. Let φ0 be a given objective, and denote by V≥φ0 the set of vertices which have objective
at least φ0. Then with probability 1− e−Ω(φ−10 ), it holds |V≥φ0 | = Θ(φ−10 ).
Proof. By definition of the objective function φ, a vertex u satisfies φ(u) ≥ φ0 if and only if
‖xu− xt‖d ≤ wuφ0wminn . We integrate over all weights w and see that the expected number of vertices
with objective at least φ0 is
nwβ−1min
∫ ∞
wmin
w−β
w
φ0wminn
dw = Θ(φ−10 ).
Then by a Chernoff bound, with probability 1 − e−Ω(φ−10 ), this random variable is concentrated
around its expectation and thus Θ(φ−10 ).
The following lemma is a consequence of the Poisson point process. It will help us below to
deal with events which are not independent as its statement shows how certain random variables
are correlated.
Lemma 7.6. Let A1, A2 ⊂ Td and let u1, u2 /∈ A1 ∪A2 be two vertices. Then
Pr[Γ(u2) ∩A2 = ∅ | Γ(u1) ∩A1 = ∅] ≥ Pr[Γ(u2) ∩A2 = ∅].
Proof. Let A1, A2 ⊂ Td be two subsets and let u1, u2 be two vertices not contained in the sets
A1, A2. Suppose we know that u1 has no neighbors in A1. Clearly, conditioning on this event
decreases the expected number of vertices in A1 and in every subset of A1, hence
Pr[Γ(u2) ∩ (A1 ∩A2) = ∅ | Γ(u1) ∩A1 = ∅] ≥ Pr[Γ(u2) ∩ (A1 ∩A2) = ∅].
Furthermore, by the Poisson point process, for every set A3 which is disjoint from A1, the number
of vertices in A1 and A3 is independent. We put A3 := A2 \A1 and deduce
Pr[Γ(u2) ∩ (A2 \A1) = ∅ | Γ(u1) ∩A1 = ∅] = Pr[Γ(u2) ∩ (A2 \A1) = ∅].
Combining the two inequalities gives the desired property.
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Some of the proofs require that we split the geometric space into small subspaces. We will do
this with grids which divide the torus into smaller d-dimensional cubes.
Definition 7.7. For a given weight w = w(n), a w-grid is a grid which splits the geometric ground
space Td into nw equal and disjoint cubes of side lengths (
w
n )
d.
Here, for simplifying notations, we assume that w divides n. One application of w-grids is the
following lemma. For a given w-grid and a given vertex set S, it states that if S contains vertices
of sufficiently many different cells of the grid, then at least one vertex v ∈ S will have a neighbor
of weight at least w.
Lemma 7.8 (Bulk lemma). Let w0 = w(n) = ω(1) be a weight growing in n and let S be a set of
vertices of weight at most w0 such that S contains vertices in at least w0 cells of a fixed w0-grid.
Then a.a.s., there exists a vertex v ∈ S and a vertex u of weight at least w0 such that u and v are
neighbors and u and v are contained in the same cell of the w0-grid.
Proof. We uncover the graph in two steps: First we only consider the vertices of weight less than w0
and afterwards we uncover the remaining vertices. Let S be a fixed set of vertices with weight less
than w0, and let C1, . . . , Cw0 be cells of a w0-grid which contain at least one vertex of vi ∈ S ∩Ci.
Now, we insert the remaining vertices of high weight at random, according to the definition
of the model. Together, the w0 cells have volume w0 · w0n . Therefore, a single vertex u of weight
wu ≥ w0 falls with probability w
2
0
n into one of the w0 cells. Furthermore, if u falls into such a cell
Ci, then ‖xu − xvi‖d = O(w0n ). By definition, vi has weight at least wmin, and (EP1) or (EP2)
imply
Pr[{u, vi} ∈ E | u, vi ∈ Ci] = Ω(1).
Thus every vertex of weight at least w0 is connected to the set {v1, . . . , vw0} with probability at
least Ω(
w20
n ). Note that the expected number of vertices of weight at least w0 is Θ(nw
β−1
min w
1−β
0 ),
hence the expected number of vertices of weight at least w0 which are connected to a vertex of
{v1, . . . , vw0} is at least Ω(wβ−1min w3−β0 ) = ω(1). By a Chernoff bound, it follows that a.a.s., there
exists a vertex vi in a cell Ci such that vi has at least one neighbor u with wu ≥ w0.
Note that the vertices of a subcube A induce a random subgraph. With the next lemma we
show that this induced subgraph is itself a GIRG.
Lemma 7.9. Let r ≤ 1/4, let A be a subcube of Td with radius r. Then with appropriate rescaling
the induced subgraph G[A] itself is a GIRG with intensity nvol(A), except with geometric space
[0, 1]d instead of Td.
Proof. We rescale the cube A by a factor 1/vol(A) = (2r)−d, thus transforming it into A′ = [0, 1]d.
Then the vertices of A′ are given by a Poisson point with intensity nA′ := nvol(A), and the weights
follow the same distribution as before. Note that by the condition r ≤ 1/4 the distances in A are
the same as the distances in A′, only scaled up by a factor 2r. We only consider the case α < ∞;
the case α =∞ is analogous. For any two vertices u, v ∈ A, by (EP1) the connection probability is
puv = Θ
(
min
{ 1
‖xu − xv‖αdA
·
( wuwv
wminn
)α
, 1
})
= Θ
(
min
{ 1
‖xu − xv‖αdA′
·
( wuwv
wminnA′
)α
, 1
})
,
which is exactly (EP1) for the distances of A′ and intensity n′.
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Lemma 7.9 is useful since all results from [16] were proven for more general geometric spaces,
including the space [0, 1]d. Thus they apply to the induced graph G[A′]. In particular, assume
r = ω(n−d), so that the intensity is n′ = ω(1). Then a.a.s. there is a giant component of size Θ(n′)
in G[A] by [16, Theorem 2.2]. Moreover, by [16, Lemma 5.2] there exists a constant c > 0 such
that a.a.s. every vertex of weight at least (log n′)c is contained in the giant connected component
of such a random graph. Thus we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 7.10. Let r = ω(n−d), r ≤ 1/4, let A be a subcube of Td with radius r, and let G[A] be
the random subgraph induced by all vertices in A. Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that all
vertices in A of weight at least (log(rdn))c are in the same connected component of G[A].
7.3 Where to Expect Neighbors & Unlikely Jumps
We start by introducing technical notation. For all ε > 0, we put γ(ε) := 1−εβ−2 . Next, let
ε1 = ε1(α, β) > 0 be a fixed constant which we choose sufficiently small during proofs, e.g., such
that γ(ε1) > 1. Next, we define the following two classes of vertices:
V1 := {v ∈ V : φ(v) ≤ w−γ(ε1)v } and V2 := {v ∈ V : φ(v) ≥ w−γ(ε1)v }.
In every hop, the process chooses a neighbor u of the current vertex v which maximizes φ(u).
As discussed above in Section 6, it turns out that if v ∈ V1, then typically wu is by an exponent γ(ε)
larger than wv. On the other hand, if v ∈ V2, then we expect that φ(u) ∼ φ(v)1/γ(ε). Therefore,
vertices in V1 will correspond to the first phase of the routing, where the current weight increases by
an exponent with every hop. The vertices in V2 correspond to the second phase where the objective
is increased by an exponent with every hop (due to φ(v) < 1, indeed the objective increases).
In order to find such a trajectory, we want to classify the vertices in V which accelerate the
routing as desired. Let ζ := max{32 , 2α−12α+4−2β} for α <∞ and ζ := 32 in the limit case α =∞. Then
for v ∈ V1 and ε = ε(n) > 0 we define
V +(v, ε) := {u ∈ V | wu ≥ wγ(ε)v ∧ φ(u) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε)−1v }, and
V −(v, ε) := {u ∈ V | wu ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v ∧ φ(u) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε)−1v }.
(4)
In the first phase, the goal will be to increase the weight within every hop of the routing. Therefore,
Γ(v)∩V +(v, ε) is the set of good neigbors as every u ∈ Γ(v)∩V +(v, ε) has significantly larger weight
than v. On the other side, the set Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε) contains the bad neighbors as its vertices have
small weight but nevertheless large objective and therefore could force the routing to proceed with
a low-weight-vertex.
In the second phase, the goal is to increase the objective by an exponent in every step of the
routing. Furthermore, once we reach vertices of V2, we want to stay in V2. Let v ∈ V2. Similarly
as above, we introduce a set V +(v, ε) of good vertices and a set V −(v, ε) of bad vertices. More
precisely, for ε = ε(n) we define
V +(v, ε) := {u ∈ V2 | φ(u) ≥ φ(v)1/γ(ε)}, and
V −(v, ε) := {u ∈ V1 | φ(u) ≥ φ(v)1/γ(ε)}.
(5)
In the following we collect several technical statements about the expected number of good and
bad neighbors. For 0 < ε ≤ ε1, let w1(ε) := O(ed/ε) and φ1(ε) := Ω(e−d/ε) with sufficiently large
respectively small hidden constants. We start with the first lemma which considers vertices in V1
and shows that the expected number of good neighbors is large whereas the expected number of
bad neighbors is small. Notice that for ε = ε1, every vertex v ∈ V1 satisfies φ(v)wγ(ε1)v ≤ 1 by the
definition of V1, and in this case, the statement can be applied for all vertices in V1.
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Lemma 7.11 (Neighborhoods in first phase). Let 0 < ε ≤ ε1 and let v ∈ V1 be a vertex such that
φ(v)w
γ(ε)
v ≤ 1. Then
(i) E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε)|] = Ω
(
wβ−2min w
ε
v
)
, and
(ii) if in addition wv ≥ w1(ε), then E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|] = O
(
wβ−2min w
−Ω(ε)
v
)
.
Proof. Let 0 < ε ≤ ε1 be such that φ(v)wγ(ε)v ≤ 1. Let v ∈ V1.
Proof of (i): In order to prove the first statement, we want to lower-bound the expected
number of neighbors of v in V +(v, ε), i.e., the neighbors with larger weight and slightly larger
objective. For this, define δ := ( c1w
1+γ(ε)
v
wminn
)1/d, where c1 is the constant given by (EP1) and (EP2).
Then let A(v, ε) be the following set of vertices:
A(v, ε) := {u ∈ V | (1) : wu ≥ wγ(ε)v ; (2) : ‖xu − xt‖ ≤ ‖xv − xt‖; (3) : ‖xu − xv‖ ≤ δ}.
Note that A(v, ε) ⊆ V +(v, ε), because for u ∈ A(v, ε)
φ(u) =
wu
wminn‖xu − xt‖d ≥
w
γ(ε)
v
wminn‖xv − xt‖d ≥ φ(v)w
γ(ε)−1
v
holds. Hence for proving the first statement it is sufficient to lower-bound E[|Γ(v)∩A(v, ε)|]. By the
probability distribution of the weights there are in expectation nwβ−1min w
γ(ε)(1−β)
v vertices satisfying
Condition (1) and Condition (3) is satisfied independently with probability δd. Now, observe that
by assumption the vertex v satisfies φ(v)w
γ(ε)
v ≤ 1, which implies
δd =
c1w
1+γ(ε)
v
wminn
= c1φ(v)w
γ(ε)
v ‖xv − xt‖d ≤ c1‖xv − xt‖d.
Hence a random vertex v fufillling (3) satisfies with constant probability (2) as well. Furthermore,
Condition (3) ensures that by (EP1) and (EP2), every vertex u ∈ A(v, ε) is connected to v with
constant probability. Combining this yields
E[|Γ(v) ∩A(v, ε)|] = Ω
(
nwβ−1min w
γ(ε)(1−β)
v δ
d
)
= Ω
(
wβ−2min w
1−γ(ε)(β−2)
v
)
= Ω
(
wβ−2min w
ε
v
)
.
Proof of (ii): We want to upper-bound the expected number of bad neighbors of v, i.e., the
neighbors in V −(v, ε).
At first, we will show that the geometric distance between a bad node u ∈ V −(v, ε) and v is
not much less than the geometric distance between v and t. This will imply a sufficiently small
connection probability between u and v. For this purpose, define δ(w) := ‖xv − xt‖(ww−γ(ε)v )1/d for
all weights w ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v . Due to wv ≥ w1(ε) = 2O(d/ε), for w1 large enough every weight w ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v
satisfies δ(w)d ≤ ‖xv− xt‖dwγ(ζ·ε)−γ(ε)v ≤ (0.5‖xv− xt‖)d (the second inequality follows since ζ > 1).
Moreover, for a vertex u ∈ V −(v, ε) we observe that the condition φ(u) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε)−1v implies
‖xu−xt‖ ≤ δ(wu) and with the triangle inequality, we obtain that u fufillls ‖xu−xv‖ ≥ 0.5‖xv−xt‖.
In order to upper-bound E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|], we proceed with a case distinction regarding the
parameter α.
Case α = ∞: Let c2 > 0 be the constant given by (EP2), and let w1(ε) be large enough.
Then
0.5d ≥ c2w−ε(ζ−1)/(β−2)1 ≥ c2w−ε(ζ−1)/(β−2)v = c2wγ(ζ·ε)−γ(ε)v .
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Furthermore, φ(v)w
γ(ε)
v ≤ 1 implies
w
1+γ(ε)
v
wminn
= φ(v)wγ(ε)v ‖xv − xt‖d ≤ ‖xv − xt‖d.
Together with the above observation we deduce
‖xu − xv‖d ≥ 0.5d‖xv − xt‖d ≥ c2‖xv − xt‖dwγ(ζ·ε)−γ(ε)v ≥
c2w
1+γ(ζ·ε)
v
wminn
≥ c2wvwu
wminn
.
But then, by (EP2) the two vertices u and v can not be connected, hence v has deterministically
no neighbor in V −(v, ε) in the case α =∞.
Case α <∞: By the geometrical property ‖xu− xv‖ ≥ 0.5‖xv− xt‖ and (EP1) the probability
that a vertex u ∈ V −(v, ε) is connected to v is at most
O
((
wuwv
‖xu − xv‖dwminn
)α)
= O
((
wuwv
‖xv − xt‖dwminn
)α)
= O ((wuφ(v))
α) .
Furthermore, we have already seen that such a vertex of weight w needs to be in distance at most
δ(w) to t, which a random vertex of weight w does with probability δ(w)d. We integrate over all
weights between wmin and w
γ(ζ·ε)
v , where we use the density function f(w) for the distribution of
the weights. We deduce that
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|] = O
(
n
∫ wγ(ζ·ε)v
wmin
f(w)δ(w)d(wuφ(v))
αdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
α−1w1−γ(ε)v
∫ wγ(ζ·ε)v
wmin
wα+1−βdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
α−1w1−γ(ε)+γ(ζ·ε)(α+2−β)v
)
.
Next we use that φ(v)w
γ(ε)
v ≤ 1 holds. Then the above term is at most O(wβ−2min wτv), where
τ = 1− αγ(ε) + γ(ζ · ε)(α+ 2− β) = αε− ζε(α+ 2− β)
β − 2 = −Ω(ε)
by our choice of ζ.
Next, similar to Lemma 7.11 for the first phase we give a lemma for the second phase where
the routing process reached V2. We calculate for a vertex v ∈ V2 the expected number of good and
bad neighbors.
Lemma 7.12 (Neighborhoods in second phase). Let 0 < ε ≤ ε1 and let v ∈ V2 be a vertex such
that φ(v) ≤ 1. Then
(i) E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε)|] = Ω
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
−Ω(ε)
)
, and
(ii) if in addition φ(v) ≤ φ1(ε), then E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|] = O
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
Ω(ε)
)
.
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Proof. We prove the statement similar as we proved Lemma 7.11. Let 0 < ε ≤ ε1.
Proof of (i): Let v ∈ V2 such that φ(v) ≤ 1. In order to prove the first statement, we want to
lower-bound the expected number of neighbors of v in the set V +(v, ε). In particular, such neighbors
have objective at least φ(v)1/γ(ε). Let δ := (w−1minn
−1φ(v)−1−1/γ(ε))1/d and let c′ = min{1, c1/2d},
where c1 is the constant given by (EP1) and (EP2). We consider the set
A(v, ε) :=
{
u ∈ V | (1) : ‖xu − xt‖ ≤ δ; (2) : wu ≥ (c′φ(v))−1 ≥ φ(v)−1
}
.
By the definition of δ and Condition (2), a vertex u ∈ A(v, ε) satisfies
φ(u) ≥ wu
δdwminn
≥ wuφ(v)1+1/γ(ε) ≥ φ(v)1/γ(ε).
On the other hand, by (2) and the assumption φ(v) ≤ 1 it holds wu ≥ 1, and then we have
wuφ(v)
1+1/γ(ε) ≥ w1/γ(ε)u ≥ w−γ(ε1)u . Thus, A(v, ε) ⊆ V +(v, ε).
Our next goal is to upper-bound the geometric distance between vertices of A(v, ε) and the
vertex v itself. We observe that the assumptions v ∈ V2 and ε ≤ ε1 imply
φ(v)−1/γ(ε) ≤ wγ(ε1)/γ(ε)v ≤ wv,
and it follows
nwminδ
d = φ(v)−1−1/γ(ε) ≤ φ(v)−1wv = nwmin‖xv − xt‖d.
By the triangle inequality we obtain ‖xu − xv‖ ≤ 2‖xv − xt‖ for all u ∈ A(v, ε).
Next we want to verify that all vertices in A(v, ε) are connected to v with constant probability.
We notice that for all u ∈ A(v, ε), by Condition (2) we have
c1wuwv
wminn
= c1wuφ(v)‖xv − xt‖d ≥ c1
c′
‖xv − xt‖d ≥ c1
2dc′
‖xu − xv‖d ≥ ‖xu − xv‖d.
by our choice of c′. Then, indeed by (EP1) and (EP2), all vertices of A(v, ε) are connected to
v with constant probability. The expected number of vertices with weight at least (c′φ(v))−1 is
Ω(n(wminφ(v))
β−1), and thus
E[|Γ(v) ∩A(v, ε)|] = Ω
(
n(wminφ(v))
β−1δd
)
= Ω
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
β−2−1/γ(ε)
)
= Ω
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
−Ω(ε)
)
,
as ε is chosen small enough.
Proof of (ii): Let v ∈ V2 such that φ(v) ≤ φ1 and let u ∈ V −(v, ε). We first prove that u
has the property ‖xu − xv‖ ≥ 0.5‖xv − xt‖. Since u ∈ V −(v, ε), we have φ(u) ≥ φ(v)1/γ(ε), and by
the assumption φ(v) ≤ φ1 for ε1 small enough this is at least φ(v)1−ε ≥ 2dφ(v), where we used
φ(v) ≤ φ1 in the last step. Because u ∈ V1, it follows
‖xu − xt‖d = φ(u)−1 wu
wminn
≤ φ(u)
−1−1/γ(ε1)
wminn
≤ (2
dφ(v))−1−1/γ(ε1)
wminn
.
On the other hand, v ∈ V2, and then
‖xu − xt‖d = (2
dφ(v))−1−1/γ(ε1)
wminn
≤ 0.5
dφ(v)wv
wminn
= 0.5d‖xv − xt‖d.
By the triangle inequality ‖xu − xv‖ ≥ 0.5‖xv − xt‖ holds as desired. Moreover, u ∈ V1 and thus
wu ≤ φ(u)−1/γ(ε1). Since φ(u) ≥ φ(v), for ε1 small enough it follows
wuφ(v) ≤ φ(u)−1/γ(ε1)φ(v) ≤ φ(v)1−1/γ(ε) ≤ φ(v)ε.
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Case α = ∞: We obtain
wuwv
‖xu − xv‖d ≤
wuwv
0.5d‖xv − xt‖d = 2
dwuφ(v)wminn ≤ 2dφ(v)Ω(ε)wminn.
Together with the assumption φ(v) ≤ φ1 this implies c2wuwv‖xu−xv‖dwminn ≤ c22
dφ
Ω(ε)
1 , and by taking φ1
small enough, this expression is smaller than 1. Then (EP2) yields u /∈ Γ(v) deterministically.
Case α <∞: We have
puv = O
((
wuwv
‖xu − xv‖dwminn
)α)
= O
((
wuwv
‖xv − xt‖dwminn
)α)
= O ((wuφ(v))
α) .
Recall that we observed already above that wu ≤ φ(v)−1/γ(ε), and note that every vertex u ∈
V −(v, ε) has the geometric property ‖xu− xt‖d ≤ φ(v)−1/γ(ε) wuwminn , which a random vertex of given
weight w satisfies with probability at most φ(v)−1/γ(ε) wwminn . We conclude that
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v)|] = O
(∫ φ(v)−1/γ(ε)
wmin
nwβ−1min w
−βφ(v)−1/γ(ε)
w
wminn
(wφ(v))αdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
−1/γ(ε)+α
∫ φ(v)−1/γ(ε)
wmin
wα+1−βdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min φ(v)
τ
1−ε
)
,
where τ = (α+ 2− β)(1− 1/γ(ε))− αε = Ω(ε) for ε ≤ ε1 and ε1 small enough. This proves (ii).
In order to prove our main results, we want to show that with sufficiently high probability,
greedy routing follows our anticipated trajectory. If v ∈ V1 is a vertex on the greedy path, we
want that the best neighbor of v is in V +(v, ε), i.e., that its weight is significantly larger than wv.
By Lemma 7.11 (ii) the expected number vertices in Γ(v) with small weight and relatively large
objective is polynomially small in wv. By Markov’s inequality, this will give us an error probability
which is polynomially small in wv. If v has constant weight, this is not precise enough as for the
proof of Theorem 3.2, we need an error probability which is exponentially small in wmin. With our
next lemma, we improve this as follows: We consider vertices v ∈ V1 whose objective is relatively
small compared to the weight wv, and calculate the expected size of V
−(v, ε) depending on φ(v).
Later on, this statement can be applied in particular to vertices of constant weight with large
geometric distance to the target.
Lemma 7.13. There exists a constant c¯ > 0 such that for all 0 < ε ≤ ε1 and all vertices v ∈ V1
with wv ≥ w1(ε) and φ(v)wγ(ζ·ε)v ≤ c¯, it holds
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|] = O(φ(v)Ω(1)wO(1)v ).
Proof. Let 0 < ε < ε1 and let v ∈ V be a vertex such that φ(v)wγ(ζ·ε)v ≤ c¯ := 1/(2dc2), where c2 is
the constant given by (EP2). We want to show that with relatively high probability, every neighbor
of v with small weight is located close to v on the torus. For all weights w ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v we define a
critical radius
r0(w) := 0.5
(
w
1−γ(ζ·ε)
v w
wminnφ(v)
)1/d
.
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Next we define
B(v, ε) := {u ∈ V | (1) : wu ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v ; (2) : ‖xv − xu‖ ≥ r0(wu)}.
We first show that the expected size of the set Γ(v) ∩ B(v, ε) is very small. Afterwards, we will
prove that V −(v, ε) ⊆ B(v, ε) holds under the assumptions of the lemma.
With the assumption φ(v) ≤ c¯w−γ(ζ·ε)v we deduce that r0(w)d ≥ wwv2dc¯wminn =
c2wwv
wminn
holds for all
weights w ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v .
Case α = ∞: By (EP2) the vertex v has deterministically no neighbors in B(v, ε).
Case α < ∞: By (EP1) a vertex u ∈ B(v) with distance r to v is connected to v with
probability O(( wvwu
rdwminn
)α). We calculate E[|Γ(v) ∩ B(v, ε)|] by integrating over all weights smaller
than w
γ(ζ·ε)
v and all distances r ≥ r0(w). Using the density function f(w) = Θ(wβ−1min w−β) we deduce
E[|Γ(v) ∩B(v, ε)|] = O
(∫ wγ(ζ·ε)v
wmin
nwβ−1min w
−β
∫ 1/2
r0(w)
(
wvw
rdwminn
)α
rd−1drdw
)
= O
(
nwβ−1min
∫ wγ(ζ·ε)v
wmin
(
wvw
wminn
)α
r0(w)
d(1−α)w−βdw
)
= O
(
nwβ−1min
∫ wγ(ζ·ε)v
wmin
wvw
wminn
wγ(ζ·ε)(α−1)v φ(v)
α−1w−βdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min w
γ(ζ·ε)(α−1)+1
v φ(v)
α−1
∫ wγ(ζ·ε)v
wmin
w1−βdw
)
= O
(
wγ(ζ·ε)(α−1)+1v φ(v)
α−1
)
.
We finish the proof of the lemma by showing that V −(v, ε) ⊆ B(v, ε) holds under the assumption
that v satisfies in addition wv ≥ w1(ε). By assumption, v ∈ V1 and all u ∈ V −(v, ε) fufilll
wu ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v . Next we observe that by the definition of the set V −(v, ε) for a vertex v ∈ V1, all
u ∈ V −(v, ε) satisfy
‖xu − xt‖d = wu
nwminφ(u)
≤ w
γ(ζ·ε)
v
nwminφ(v)w
γ(ε)−1
v
= ‖xv − xt‖dwγ(ζ·ε)−γ(ε)v = ‖xv − xt‖dw−Ω(ε)v .
Hence ‖xu − xt‖ ≤ ‖xv − xt‖w−Ω(ε)/dv ≤ 0.5‖xv − xt‖ as we assume wv ≥ w1(ε). By the triangle
inequality we deduce ‖xv − xu‖ ≥ 0.5‖xv − xt‖. On the other side, since wu ≤ wγ(ζ·ε)v , the definition
of r0(w) implies
r0(wu)
d = 0.5d
w
1−γ(ζ·ε)
v wu
wminnφ(v)
≤ 0.5d‖xv − xt‖d.
It follows ‖xv − xu‖ ≥ 0.5‖xv − xt‖ ≥ r0(wu), which proves V −(v, ε) ⊆ B(v, ε).
We turn to the last lemma of this chapter. In order to prove Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4,
we will need to control the trajectory in particular at the start and at the end of the routing. For
technical reasons, we require that the routing will not see any edges which increase the objective
too fast. Statement (i) of this lemma states that a.a.s. there are no vertices of both high weight and
high objective at all. Statements (ii) and (iii) upper-bound the probability that a vertex of small
weight has an incident edge of unexpected length, i.e., a neighbor which is located geometrically
far away. Finally (iv) upper-bounds this probability for a vertex of high weight.
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Lemma 7.14 (Unlikely jumps). Let w0 = w0(n) = ω(1) be a growing function in n and v ∈ V .
Then the following statements hold.
(i) With prob. 1 − w−Ω(1)0 , there exists no vertex u (except potentially t) s.t. wu ≥ w0 and
φ(u) ≥ w−Ω(1)0 .
Let wv ≤ w0:
(ii) With prob. 1−O(w−50 ) there exists no neighbor u of v with wu ≤ w0 and ‖xu − xv‖d ≥ w
O(1)
0
n .
(iii) Let φ(v) ≤ w−Ω(1)0 . With probability 1−O(w−50 ) there exists no neighbor u of v with wu ≥ w0
and φ(u) ≤ φO(1)0 .
Let wv ≥ w0:
(iv) Let φ(v) ≤ w−1−Ω(1)0 , and let M := min{wv, φ(v)−1}.
With prob. 1−O(M−Ω(1)) there exists no neighbor u of v with wu ≤ w0 and φ(u) ≥ w−Ω(1)0 .
Proof. Let c > 0 be a constant chosen sufficiently large, ε be a constant chosen sufficiently small,
let r0 := (w
c
0/n)
1/d and for every weight w ≥ wmin define δ(w) := ( ww
ε
0
wminn
)1/d.
Proof of (i): We first observe that a vertex u of given weight wu satisfies φ(u) ≥ w−ε0 if and
only if ‖xu − xt‖d ≤ δ(wu)d. Then excluding t which is potentially fixed, the expected number of
vertices with weight at least w0 and objective at least w
−ε
0 is at most∫ ∞
w0
nwβ−1min w
−βδ(w)ddw =
∫ ∞
w0
wβ−2min w
ε
0w
1−βdw = O
(
wβ−2min w
2−β+ε
0
)
= w
−Ω(1)
0 ,
where we used that for ε sufficiently small it holds β − 2 ≥ 2ε. By Markov’s inequality with
probability 1− w−Ω(1)0 there exist no such vertices of weight at least w0.
Proof of (ii): Let v be a vertex of weight at most w0 and define
A0(v) := {u ∈ V | wu ≤ w0 and ‖xu − xv‖d ≥ r0}.
For c sufficiently large and for any vertex u ∈ A0(v) we have wuwvwminn ≤
w20
wminn
= o(rd0).
Case α = ∞: The claim follows as by (EP2) deterministically u and v do not share an edge,
i.e., Γ(v) ∩A0(v) = ∅.
Case α < ∞: By (EP1) and the assumption wv ≤ w0, the probability puv is at most
O
(
(w20/(n‖xu − xv‖d))α
)
. Thus we have
E[|Γ(v) ∩A0(v)|] = O
(
n
∫ 1/2
r0
rd−1
(
w20
nrd
)α
dr
)
= O
(
w2α0 n
1−αrd(1−α)0
)
= O
(
w
2α+c(1−α)
0
)
.
If we take c ≥ 5+2αα−1 , then we obtain E[|Γ(v) ∩ A0(v)|] = O(w−50 ), and by Markov’s inequality with
probability at least 1−O(w−50 ), the set Γ(v) ∩A0(v) is empty.
Proof of (iii): Let v be a vertex of weight at most w0 which satisfies φ(v) ≤ w−ε0 , and define
A1(v) := {u ∈ V | (1) : wu ≥ w0; (2) : φ(u) ≤ φ(v)c}.
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We want to show that a.a.s. v has no neighbor in the set A1(v). Define δ
′(w) := ( wφ(v)cwminn)
1/d and
observe that a vertex u ∈ V with wu ≥ w0 is contained in A1(v) if and only if δ′(wu) ≤ ‖xu − xt‖.
However, due to wv ≤ w0, for c > 1/ε we have δ′(wu)d = ω( wuwvwminn).
Case α = ∞: The claim follows because (EP2) implies that, deterministically, v does not
have neighbors in A1(v).
Case α < ∞: Note that for w ≥ w0 we have δ′(w) = ω(‖xv − xt‖), and by the triangle
inequality we deduce that for a vertex u ∈ A1(v) it holds ‖xu − xv‖ ≥ 0.5‖xu − xt‖. After this
preparation, we can calculate the expected number of vertices in Γ(v) ∩ A1(v) by integrating over
the complete set A1(v). We obtain
E[|Γ(v) ∩A1(v)|] = O
(∫ ∞
w0
nwβ−1min w
−β
∫ 1/2
δ′(w)
rd−1
(
wwv
(0.5r)dwminn
)α
drdw
)
= O
(∫ ∞
w0
nwβ−1min w
−β
(
wwv
wminn
)α
δ′(w)d(1−α)dw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min w
α
v φ(v)
c(α−1)
∫ ∞
w0
w1−βdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min w
α
v φ(v)
c(α−1)w2−β0
)
= O
(
wαvw
εc(1−α)
0
)
.
Since wv ≤ w0 by assumption, we can choose c large enough such that this value is at most
O(w−50 ). Then Markov’s inequality implies that indeed with probability 1−O(w−50 ), the set Γ(v)∩
A1(v) is empty. This proves Statement (iii).
Proof of (iv): Let v be a vertex with wv ≥ w0 and objective φ(v) ≤ w−1−ε0 , and define
M := min{wv, φ(v)−1}. We want to upper-bound the probability that v has a neighbor in
A2(v) := {u ∈ V | (1) : wu ≤ w0; (2) : φ(u) ≥ w−ε0 }.
We know that every vertex u ∈ A2(v) satisfies
‖xu − xt‖d ≤ δ(wu)d = wuw
ε
0
wminn
= o
(
wuwv
wminn
)
.
On the other hand, the vertex v satisfies
‖xv − xt‖d = wv
φ(v)wminn
≥ wvw
1+ε
0
wminn
= ω
(
wuwv
wminn
)
.
By the triangle inequality it follows ‖xv − xu‖ = ω
(
wuwv
wminn
)
.
Case α = ∞: The claim follows by (EP2) because there exists deterministically no edge
between u and v.
Case α <∞: We deduce puv = O((φ(v)wu)α). By integrating over all weights w ∈ [wmin, w0]
we obtain
E[|Γ(v) ∩A2(v)|] = O
(∫ w0
wmin
nwβ−1min w
−βδ(w)d(φ(v)w)αdw
)
= O
(
wβ−2min w
ε
0(φ(v)w0)
α
∫ w0
wmin
w1−βdw
)
= O (wε0(φ(v)w0)
α) .
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We continue with a case distinction. First suppose φ(v) ≤ w−1−2εv . Since α > 1, φ(v) ≤ w−10 , and
wv ≥ w0, in this case the above expression is at most
O
(
w1+ε0 φ(v)
)
= O(w1+ε0 w
−1−2ε
v ) = O(w
−ε
v ) = O(M
−Ω(1)).
On the other hand, if φ(v) ≥ w−1−2εv we use
φ(v) ≤ w−1−ε0 ⇔ w0 ≤ φ(v)−1/(1+ε)
and get
E[|Γ(v) ∩A2(v)|] = O
(
wε+α0 φ(v)
α
)
= O
(
φ(v)α−
α+ε
1+ε
)
= O
(
φ(v)
αε−ε
1+ε
)
= O
(
M−Ω(1)
)
.
Then again by Markov’s inequality, with probability 1−O(M−Ω(1)) the set Γ(v)∩A2(v) is empty,
which finishes the proof.
8 Proof: Success Probability and Length of Greedy Routing
In this section we analyze the basic greedy process and prove Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 about
the success probability and Theorem 3.3 about the running time. We advise the reader to first
read Section 6 where we describe the high-level ideas that we use to prove our main Lemma 8.1.
In a nutshell, we distinguish two phases of the process (governed by weights and by objectives,
respectively), and for each of the phases we divide the space V into layers. Then we prove that
with sufficiently large probability a greedy path never visits more than one vertex per layer, and
a.a.s. it does not fail in any layer except for the very first or the very last ones. This observation
is formalized in Lemma 8.1 and lies at the heart of all our main results, including the results for
patching and for the relaxations. All algorithms follow very similar trajectories, only the starting
phase and the end phase differs for the various algorithms. The layer structure is depicted in
Figure 1 on page 18.
8.1 Main Lemma
Let us start by repeating the notations which we introduced in Section 7.3. For all ε > 0, we
denote γ(ε) := 1−εβ−2 . Furthermore ε1 = ε1(α, β) > 0 is a fixed constant, chosen sufficiently small,
ζ = ζ(α, β) is also a fixed constant, w1(ε) = O(e
d/ε), and φ1(ε) = Ω(e
−d/ε). Then we have the
following two classes of vertices:
V1 := {v ∈ V : φ(v) ≤ w−γ(ε1)v } and V2 := {v ∈ V : φ(v) ≥ w−γ(ε1)v }.
Finally, for a given vertex v ∈ V and a given ε > 0 we defined good sets V +(v, ε) and bad sets
V −(v, ε) above in (4) and (5).
In Section 6 we claimed that the expected trajectory of the routing process is such that soon
after the start the current weight is ω(1). We also expect that, at the end of the routing, when
reaching rather large objectives, very few additional hops are needed to reach t. Therefore the main
part of the process plays in-between. In this section we state and prove a lemma which describes
the routing process in this main part. For any pair (w, φ) of a weight and an objective we define
V (w, φ) := {v ∈ V1 | (1) : wv ≥ w; (2) : φ(v) ≤ φ} ∪ {v ∈ V2 | φ(v) ≤ φ}.
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Suppose that both w and φ are constants. Then the main part of the routing process will happen
in this set V (w, φ). With the following lemma, we study the routing process inside such a set. We
show that with sufficiently high probability, the routing will not die out in V (w, φ) and will be
ultra-fast in traversing this set. Thereby the probabilities for the failure events will depend on w
and φ, which can be both growing functions as well. We will apply the lemma for both the basic
greedy algorithm and the patching algorithms.
Lemma 8.1 (Main lemma). Let w0 ≥ w1(ε1), φ0 ≤ φ1(ε1), and M := min{w0, φ−10 }. Furthermore
let f0(n) = ω(1) be any growing function such that f0(n) = o(log log n), and let A be a routing
protocol which satisfies (P1), i.e., it makes greedy choices. Suppose φ(s) ≤ φ0, denote by P the
greedy path induced by all vertices of objective at most φ0 starting from s, and suppose that there
exists a first vertex u1 ∈ P ∩ V (w0, φ0). Then with probability
1−O
(
wβ−2min M
−Ω(1)
)
,
there exists a subpath P ′ = (u1, . . . , u`) of P starting in u1 with the following properties:
(i) P ′ is contained in V (w0, φ0).
(ii) Either P ′ ⊂ V1, or P ′ ⊂ V2, or there exists a vertex u`′ such that {u1, . . . , u`′} ∈ V1 and
{u`′+1, . . . , u`} ∈ V2.
(iii) Let {ui, ui+1, ui+2} be three subsequent vertices on P ′ ∩ V1. Then wui+2 ≥ wγ(ζε1)ui .
(iv) Let {ui, ui+1, ui+2} be three subsequent vertices on P ′ ∩ V2. Then φ(ui+2) ≥ φ(ui)1/γ(ε1).
(v) The length ` of the path P ′ is at most 2+o(1)| log(β−2)| log logn.
Moreover and more precisely, the length of P ′ is upper bounded by
1 + o(1)
| log(β − 2)|
(
log logw0(φ(u1)
−1) + log logφ−10 (φ(u1)
−1)
)
+O (f0(n)) .
(vi) The following holds
E>φ0 [|Γ(u`) ∩ V +(u`, ε1) ∩ V>φ0 |] = Ω
(
wβ−2min M
Ω(1)
)
.
Here E>φ0 means expectation w.r.t. uncovering the vertices of objectives larger than φ0, con-
ditioned on position and weight of u`.
Note that Lemma 8.1 naturally applies to the situation that we have uncovered all vertices
of objective at most φ0, but not the rest of the graph. More precisely, conditions (i) − (v) are
independent of V>φ0 , and (vi) makes a statement about the marginal expectation after uncovering
V≤φ0 and before uncovering V>φ0 .
Proof. Let P be the greedy path induced by all vertices of objective at most φ0 We analyze the
structure of P by partitioning the set V (w0, φ0) into several small layers. Then the idea will be
to show that with sufficiently high probability, there exists a vertex u` on the path P such that
until reaching u`, P visits every layer at most once, and the vertex u` has neighbors of objective
at least φ0. There will be two classes of layers: The layers A1,j divide the area V1 ∩ V (w0, φ0)
and are defined via weights, and the layers A2,j divide the area V2 ∩ V (w0, φ0) and are defined via
objectives.
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We may assume f0(n) = o(log log n). Recall that we already put ε1 = Θ(1). In addition, we put
ε2 := (log log f0(n))
−1 = o(1), and we may assume ε2 < ε1. Furthermore, we define the landmarks
w′0 := w
(γ(ζε1)f0(n))
0 and φ
′
0 := φ
(γ(ε1)f0(n))
0 .
These landmarks will be thresholds for slightly different definitions of the layers. For later reference
we note that, since γ(ζε1) > 1,
w
′Ω(ε2)
0 = w
Ω(γ(ζε1)f0(n)/ log log f0(n))
0 = ω
(
w
Ω(1)
0
)
and φ
′Ω(ε2)
0 = o
(
φ
Ω(1)
0
)
, (6)
where the second equation follows analogously to the first.
Layers by weight: We define a sequence y0 := w0 < y1 < . . . < yj < . . . for the weights such
that this sequence grows doubly exponentially. More precisely, we require
yj+1 =
{
y
γ(ζε1)
j if yj < w
′
0,
y
γ(ε2)
j if yj ≥ w′0.
Then we define the layers by weight which partition the set V ′1 := {v ∈ V (w0, φ0) | φ(v)wγ(ε2)v ≤ 1}.
A1,j := {v ∈ V ′1 | yj−1 ≤ wv < yj} ∀j ≥ 1.
Note that by definition, V ′1 ⊂ V1 and no vertex of V1 has larger weight than (wminn)(1+γ(ε1))
−1
.
Thus we only need to consider sets A1,j for which yj−1 ≤ (wminn)(1+γ(ε1))−1 . Furthermore, and
only for technical reasons we introduce the additional layer
A1,∞ := {v ∈ V (w0, φ0) | φ(v)wγ(ε1)v ≤ 1 ≤ φ(v)wγ(ε2)v },
which covers the remaining vertices of V1 ∩ V (w0, φ0).
Layers by objective: Similarly, define a sequence ψ0 = φ0 > ψ1 > . . . > ψj > . . . for the
objectives such that this sequence falls doubly exponentially, i.e.,
ψj+1 =
{
ψ
γ(ε1)
j if ψj > φ
′
0,
ψ
γ(ε2)
j if ψj ≤ φ′0.
Next, we define similar layers for the vertices in V2 ∩ V (w0, φ0).
A2,j := {v ∈ V2 ∩ V (w0, φ0) | ψj−1 ≥ φ(v) > ψj} ∀j ≥ 1.
For this second set of layers, note that every vertex in the graph has objective at least wmin/n and
we do not need to consider layers A2,j which would contain vertices of even smaller objective.
Definition of the events E and Ei,j: The layers Ai,j as defined above classify all vertices of
objective at most φ0. We want to show that with sufficiently high probability, P contains at most
one vertex per layer Ai,j until reaching a vertex u` for which the expected number of neighbors in
V>φ is large. We will do this by considering the layers in the following consecutive order:
A1,1 ≺ . . . ≺ A1,j ≺ A1,j+1 ≺ . . . ≺ A1,∞ ≺ . . . ≺ A2,j ≺ A2,j−1 ≺ . . . ≺ A2,1.
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Given this ordering of the layers, we denote by Bi,j the union of the layer Ai,j and all previous
layers, and by Pi,j we denote the greedy path induced by the set Bi,j ⊂ V .
In the following, we consider for a given pair (i, j) the first vertex v ∈ Pi,j ∩Ai,j , if such a vertex
exists. We will first show that with sufficiently high probability the neighbor of v with highest
objective is located outside Bi,j , which we consider a “good” event.
More precisely, let i ∈ {1, 2}, j ≥ 1, and let ε ∈ {ε1, ε2} be the ε which was used for the definition
of Ai,j . Moreover, let η > 0 be a sufficiently small constant, and let E := ηw
β−2
min M
η. Note that
for any c > 0, by choosing η small enough we can achieve for all v ∈ Ai,j that cwβ−2min wεv > 2E and
cwβ−2min φ(v)
−cε > 2E. Then we denote by Ei,j the event that either Pi,j ∩Ai,j = ∅, or the first vertex
v ∈ Pi,j ∩Aj,i
• satisfies condition (vi), or
• has at least one good neighbor, i.e, a neighbor v′ ∈ V (w0, φ0) \Bi,j with φ(v′) ≥ φ(v) s.t.
φ(v′) > φ(u) holds for all u ∈ Γ(v) ∩Bi,j .
Finally, we denote by E := ∩i,jEi,j the intersection of all good events.
Lower bound for Pr[Ei,j]: In this part, our goal is to lower-bound Pr[Ei,j ] for every pair (i, j)
in order to lower-bound Pr[E ]. Thereby, our construction of layers gives rise to several different
subcases, corresponding to different subphases of the routing.
Let (i, j) be a given pair for which we want to bound Pr[Ei,j ] from below. Clearly we have
Pr[Ei,j | Pi,j ∩ Ai,j = ∅] = 1, and we only need to consider Pr[Ei,j | Pi,j ∩Ai,j 6= ∅]. Let v be the
first vertex on Pi,j ∩Ai,j . Again, if v satisfies condition (vi) then Ei,j holds and there is nothing to
show, so we assume otherwise,
E>φ0 [|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε1) ∩ V>φ0 |] < E. (7)
In all cases let ε ∈ {ε1, ε2} be the same ε as used for the definition of the considered layer.
Case i = 1 and j <∞: We are in the first phase of the routing, and the layer A1,j is contained
in V ′1 ⊂ V1. Then by Lemma 7.11 (i) we have that the expected number of neighbors of v in V +(v, ε)
is large, i.e., E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε)|] = Ω(wβ−2min wεv). Since ε ≤ ε1 we have V +(v, ε) ⊆ V +(v, ε1), so in
particular we do not expect many of these neighbors in V>φ0 , i.e.,
E>φ0 [|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε) ∩ V>φ0 |]
(7)
< E ≤ 1
2
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε)|], (8)
where the second inequality comes from our choice of the constant η in E. Thus we expect most
of these good neighbors in V≤φ0 , i.e.,
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε) ∩ V≤φ0 |] = Ω(wβ−2min wεv).
By a Chernoff bound, using wv ≥ yj−1, with probability at least 1 − exp(−Ω(wβ−2min yεj−1)) there
exists a neighbor v′ of v in V +(v, ε) ∩ V≤φ0 . By the definition of V +(v, ε), such a neighbor fufillls
v′ /∈ B1,j and φ(v′) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε)−1v .
Now, we want to show that v′ actually is a good neighbor of v, i.e., every u ∈ Γ(v) ∩ Bi,j has
objective less than φ(v)w
γ(ε)−1
v . We observe that every vertex with objective at least φ(v)w
γ(ε)−1
v
and weight at most yj is contained in V
−(v, ε), thus we want to upper-bound E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|].
Note that here we need to condition on that no earlier vertex on the path P1,j had a neighbor
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u ∈ V −(v, ε) (because otherwise, u would be the first vertex in Ai,j∩Pi,j and not v). By Lemma 7.6,
this condition decreases the expected number of vertices in V −(v, ε), and therefore also the expected
number of neighbors of v in V −(v, ε). Hence, in order to give an upper bound on this value, we are
allowed to neglect the dependencies. Since yj−1 ≥ w1(ε) = O(ed/ε), by Lemma 7.11 (ii) we deduce
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)| | v ∈ A1,j ∩ P1,j ] ≤ E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|] = O(wβ−2min y−Ω(ε)j−1 ).
Then we apply Markov’s inequality to see that with probability at least 1 − O(wβ−2min y−Ω(ε)j−1 ),
v has no neighbor in V −(v, ε) and therefore every u ∈ Γ(v, ε) ∩ B1,j has objective at most
φ(u) < φ(v)w
γ(ε)−1
v ≤ φ(v′) as desired. It follows
Pr[E1,j ] ≥ 1−O(wβ−2min y−Ω(ε)j−1 ). (9)
Note that depending on how the weight yi−1 compares to w′0, we are either using ε1 or ε2, and the
last exponent of the above expression is either −Ω(1) or −Ω((log log f0(n))−1).
Case i = 1 and j =∞: Next we give a lower bound for Pr[E1,∞] in exactly the same way. Let v
be a vertex in this extra layer A1,∞, then by definition it has the property w
−γ(ε2)
v ≤ φ(v) ≤ w−γ(ε1)v .
Therefore, we can apply Lemma 7.11 (i) only with ε1 and not with ε2. We observe that every vertex
v′ in the considered set V +(v, ε1) satisfies
φ(v′) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε1)−1v ≥ wγ(ε1)−1−γ(ε2)v ≥ w(γ(ε1)−1−γ(ε2))/γ(ζε1)v′ ≥ w−γ(ε1)v′
for ε1 small enough. Then indeed v
′ /∈ B1,∞, and thus V +(v, ε1) ⊂ V2. This allows us to argue
exactly in the same arguments as above in the case j < ∞. Then we apply Lemma 7.11 (ii) and
deduce that
Pr[E1,∞] ≥ 1−O(wβ−2min w−Ω(ε)0 ). (10)
Case i = 2: We continue with the events E2,j for the layers A2,j . Here, the argument works
similar: Again we can assume that the set A2,j ∩ P2,j is non-empty, and that the first vertex
v ∈ A2,j ∩ P2,j satisfies (7). By Lemma 7.12 (i) we have E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε)|] = Ω(wβ−2min φ(v)−Ω(ε)),
and as in (8) our choice of E ensures that also E[|Γ(v)∩V +(v, ε)∩V≤φ0 |] = Ω(wβ−2min φ(v)−Ω(ε)). By
the Chernoff bound, and since ψj−1 ≥ φ(v) > ψj , with probability at least 1−exp(−Ω(wβ−2min ψ−Ω(ε)j−1 ))
the set Γ(v)∩V +(v, ε)∩V≤φ0 is non-empty. In this case, there exists a neighbor v′ in V (w0, φ0)\B2,j
with objective larger than ψj−1. It remains to show that there exists no neighbor in V1 with higher
objective. By Lemma 7.6 and the same arguments as above we can use Lemma 7.12 (ii) to see that
the expected number of neighbors of v inside B2,j with objective larger than ψj−1 is O(w
β−2
min ψ
Ω(ε)
j−1 ).
Then Markov’s inequality shows that with probability 1 − O(wβ−2min ψΩ(ε)j−1 ), there exists no such
neighbor. Thus
Pr[E2,j ] ≥ 1−O(wβ−2min ψΩ(ε)j ). (11)
Here, the last exponent is either Ω(1) or Ω((log log f0(n))
−1), depending on which ε we consider.
Lower bound for Pr[E]: We have computed a lower bound for Pr[Ei,j ] for every layer Ai,j .
Combining Equations (9),(10), and (11) yields
Pr[E ] ≥ 1−
∑
j
Pr[Ec1,j ]− Pr[E1,∞]−
∑
j≥1
Pr[Ec1,j ]
= 1−O
(
wβ−2min
(
w
−Ω(1)
0 + w
′−Ω(ε2)
0 + φ
Ω(1)
0 + φ
′Ω(ε2)
0
))
(6)
= 1−O
(
wβ−2min min{w0, φ−10 }−Ω(1)
)
.
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E implies (i)-(vi): Having proven that E occurs with sufficiently high probability, it remains to
show that this event implies all desired properties (i)-(vi). Hence suppose that E occurs and that
P visits at least one vertex of V (w0, φ0). Then the first vertex u1 ∈ P ∩ V (w0, φ0) is contained in
some layer Ai,j . We show that there exists a subpath P
′ = {u1, . . . , u`} ⊆ P which visits every
layer at most once in both phases and then implies (i)-(vi).
First Phase (i = 1): Suppose that u1 ∈ V1. Then there exists a maximal subpath
P1 = {u1, . . . , u`′} ⊆ P
starting at u1 such that P1 ⊂ V1 and no vertex before u`′ satisfies Condition (vi). We start with
an analysis of this subpath P1 and show by induction that every vertex of P1 is located in a higher
layer than its predecessor. Clearly, the induction hypothesis holds for the base case {u1}. Assume
that the hypothesis holds for {u1, . . . , ui}. Then ui is contained in layer A1,j , and by the induction
hypothesis, ui is the first vertex that P visits in this layer. Moreover, by the induction hypothesis
it follows that {u1, . . . , ui} is also a subpath of the induced greedy path P1,j . Then by the event
E1,j we have one of the following two cases:
• ui satsifies condition (vi): Then set P ′ = (u1, . . . , u`) with u` := ui.
• ui has a good neighbor v′: Let ui+1 be the best neighbor of ui. Then ui+1 ∈ V2, or ui+1 is
located in a layer A1,j′ where j
′ > j because ui+1 has higher weight than every vertex in A1,j .
Since the protocol makes greedy choices, ui+1 follows ui on the path P .
This proves the induction hypothesis. We see that P1 traverses the layers A1,j according to our
ordering and visits every layer at most once. Furthermore, applying the same argument for the last
vertex u`′ ∈ P1 shows that either u`′ satisfies (vi), or it has a good neighbor in a layer A2,j . Note
that in the former case, we would choose u` := u`′ and P
′ = P1, and (i), (ii), (vi) follow directly.
Otherwise, we claim that we will find a path P ′ such that P ′ ∩ V1 = P1.
Proof of (iii): If {ui, ui+1, ui+2} are three subsequent vertices on the subpath P1, then the
weight increases at least by an exponent γ(ζε1) between ui and ui+2 since there exists at least one
layer in-between containing ui+1. Then (iii) follows as we are assuming that P
′ will not visit any
vertex in V1 \ P1.
Second Phase (i = 2): Suppose that either the last vertex u`′ ∈ P1 does not satisfy (vi) or
s ∈ V2. Then there exists a first vertex u`′+1 ∈ P ∩ V ′2 , and a maximal subpath
P2 = P1 ∪ {u`′+1, . . . , u`} ⊆ P
starting at u1 such that (P2 \P1) ⊂ V2 and no vertex before u` satisfies Condition (vi). We show by
induction that every vertex of P2 \ P1 is located in a higher layer (w.r.t. the objective φ) than its
predecessor. Again, the hypothesis holds for P1 ∪ {u`′+1}. Assume that the induction hypothesis
holds for P1∪{u`′+1, . . . , ui}. Then ui is contained in a layer A2,j , and by the induction hypothesis,
ui is the first vertex that P visits in this layer. Furthermore, P1 ∪ {u`′+1, . . . , ui} is a subpath of
the induced greedy path P2,j . Then by the event E2,j , we have one of the following two cases:
• ui satisfies condition (vi): Then set P ′ = (u1, . . . , u`) with u` := ui.
• ui has a good neighbor v′: Let ui+1 be the best neighbor of ui. Then ui ∈ A2,j′ holds for
j′ < j. Since the protocol makes greedy choices, ui+1 follows ui on the path P .
This proves the induction hypothesis, and we observe that P2 traverses the layers A2,j according
to our ordering and visits every layer at most once. However, by repeating the argument for the
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last vertex u` it follows that the best neighbor of u` can not be in V1. Then the only possibility is
that u` satisfies Condition (vi). Hence we put P
′ = P2, and Properties (i), (ii), and (vi) follow. In
particular, we see that P ′ ∩ V1 = P1 as claimed above.
Proof of (iv): For three subsequent vertices {ui, ui+1, ui+2} on the subpath {u`′+1, . . . , u`}, the
objective increases always at least by an exponent γ(ε1) between ui and ui+2 as there lies at least
one layer in-between containing ui+1. This proves (iv), and the only remaining property is (v).
Proof of (v): We already know that the path P ′ visits every layer at most once. Therefore we
can upper-bound the length |P ′| by counting the total number of potentially visited layers. By
construction we have f0(n) first layers A1,j which are defined via ε1, and similarly there are f0(n)
final layers A2,j defined via ε1. Let L2 denote the number of layers A2,j defined via ε2 = o(1) which
the routing potentially visited. In order to upper-bound L2, we recall that between two neighboring
vertices of P ′, the objective is always increasing. Therefore P ′ contains only vertices of objective
at least φ(u1). Clearly, this implies that we only need to consider layers A2,j where ψj−1 ≥ φ(u1).
Therefore L2 is upper-bounded by the solution of φ
−γ(ε2)L2
0 = φ(u1)
−1, and we obtain
L2 =
log logφ−10
(φ(u1)
−1)
log γ(ε2)
≤
log logφ−10
(φ(u1)
−1)
log((β − 2)−1/(1+o(1))) =
1 + o(1)
| log(β − 2)| log logφ−10 (φ(u1)
−1).
It remains to upper-bound the number L1 of layers A1,j , defined via ε2, which P
′ potentially
visits. We observe that every vertex v ∈ P ′ satisfies φ(v) ≥ φ(u1). Thus, every vertex v ∈ P ′ with
weight at least φ(u1)
−1/γ(ε1) < φ(u1)−1 belongs to V2, and we only need to count layers A1,j which
contain vertices of weight at most φ(u1)
−1/γ(ε1). Then L1 is bounded from above by the solution
of w
γ(ε2)L1
0 = φ(u1)
−1. It follows
L1 =
log logw0(φ(u1)
−1)
log γ(ε2)
≤ log logw0(φ(u1)
−1)
log((β − 2)−1/(1+o(1))) =
1 + o(1)
| log(β − 2)| log logw0(φ(u1)
−1).
Then the length of P ′ is at most L1 + L2 +O(f(n)), which proves (v).
8.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Success Probability)
In this subsection we prove that for all initial choices of s and t, greedy routing succeeds with
probability Ω(1). We do this in three steps: In a first step we show that with probability Ω(1),
the best neighbor u1 of s has weight wu1 ≥ w0, where w0 is a given constant. In a second step we
use Lemma 8.1 to see that then with probability Ω(1), from u1 the greedy algorithm on V≤φ0 finds
a path to a vertex u` which has in expectation Ω(1) neighbors of objective at least φ0. Since the
number of such neighbors is Poisson distributed, with probability Ω(1) there is at least one such
neighbor, and we call the best of them v1. Finally, in a last step we will show that with constant
probability, the routing will reach t from v1 via at most one intermediate vertex v2. For all steps,
the success probability is a constant larger than zero, but not large enough such that we can do a
union bound over the error events. Therefore, we always compute the probabilities conditioned on
the previous steps being successful.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We assume that the parameter wmin is lower-bounded by a small constant,
say ε1. Let us start by choosing a weight w0 = Θ(1) and an objective φ0 = Θ(1) such that they
satisfy the preconditions of Lemma 8.1 and such that the events (i)-(vi) of Lemma 8.1 occur with
constant probability Ω(1) > 0.
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Start of routing process: Suppose for now that φ(s) ≤ φ0. We define the event
Es : s itself or its best neighbor have weight at least w0.
If ws ≥ w0, this happens with probability 1. Thus we assume ws ≤ w0. Let r := ( c1wsw0wminn )1/d, where
c1 is the constant given by (EP1) and (EP2). Since φ(s) ≤ φ0, we have
rd = c1w0φ(s)‖xs − xt‖d ≤ c1w0φ0‖xs − xt‖d = O(‖xs − xt‖d). (12)
Next we define a subset of V in which we want to find a neighbor of s. Let
As :=
u ∈ V
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1) : wu ≥ w0;
(2) : ‖xu − xt‖ ≤ ‖xs − xt‖;
(3) : ‖xu − xs‖ ≤ r
 .
By (EP1) and (EP2), every vertex u ∈ As is connected to s with probability Ω(1). Furthermore,
by Equation (12) a random vertex which satisfies (3) has property (2) with probability Ω(1) as
well. Therefore a random vertex satisfies (2) and (3) with probability Ω(rd), and by integrating
over all weights larger than w0 it follows that the expected number of vertices in As is at least
Ω(nwβ−1min w
1−β
0 r
d) = Ω(wβ−2min w
2−β
0 ws) = Ω(1).
Hence with probability Ω(1), there exists at least one vertex u ∈ Γ(s)∩As. For every u ∈ Γ(s) ∩As
it holds φ(u) ≥ φ(s), as the distance to t decreases and the weight increases. Then we take u1 as
the neighbor of s in As with maximal objective. By definition of As we have wu1 ≥ w0.
Since ws = O(1), the degree distribution of s is a Poisson random variable with rate Θ(1), and
thus with probability Ω(1), s has no neighbor of weight less than w0 with higher objective than
φ(u1). In this case, the routing indeed proceeds with the vertex u1 and we obtain Pr[Es] = Ω(1).
Main part of routing process: Our aim is to show that, conditioned on Es, greedy routing
proceeds to a vertex of objective larger than φ0. If φ(u1) > φ0 then there is nothing to show, so
assume otherwise. We want to show that on the graph induced by the vertex set V≤φ0 , greedy
routing finds a vertex u` which we expect to have neighbors in V>φ0 . More formally, we consider
the event
Em : the algorithm on G[V≤φ0 ] finds a vertex u` with E>φ0 [|Γ(u`) ∩ V>φ0 |] = Ω(1).
Then by our choice of w0 and φ0, Lemma 8.1 (vi) gives the lower bound Pr[Em | Es] = Ω(1).
End of routing process: Suppose that either both events Es and Em hold, or that already
φ(s) ≥ φ0. We want to prove that with constant probability, the routing finds the target t while
visiting at most two other vertices of V>φ. Let w be a constant weight chosen large enough and let
At := {u ∈ V | wu ≥ w ∧ ‖xu − xt‖d ≤ (nφ0)−1}.
We claim that the expected number of vertices in the set At is Ω(1). Note that here, we need
to condition on the events Es and Em. However, At is independent of Em since At ⊆ V>φ0 , and
conditioning on Es only increases the expected size of At. Thus
E[|At| | Es ∧ Em] ≥ E[|At|] = Ω(nwβ−1min (φ0)β−1(nφ0)−1) = Ω(1).
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Now, we uncover all remaining vertices, and all edges that involve at least one vertex from V≤φ0 ,
but not the edges within V>φ0 . Due to the Poisson point process, both |At| and |Γ(u`) ∩ V>φ0 | are
Poisson random variables with constant mean, therefore with constant probability both sets are
non-empty. In this case, there exists a vertex v1 ∈ Γ(u`)∩V>φ0 with maximal objective. Note that
if v1 = t, then we are already done. Furthermore, in the case α <∞ we can toss a coin whether the
edge {v1, t} is present. By (EP1) it holds pv1t = Ω
(
min{1, (φ(v1)wt)α}
)
= Ω(1), which is already
sufficient for finding t with constant probability.
It remains the case α = ∞. Recall that we already know that there exists at least one vertex
v3 ∈ At. We claim that for every u′ ∈ V>φ0 and v′ ∈ At it holds pu′v′ = Ω(1). Indeed, by the
triangle inequality we have ‖xu′ − xv′‖ ≤ 2 max{‖xu′ − xt‖, ‖xv′ − xt‖}, and for w large enough we
deduce
wu′wv′
wminn‖xu′ − xv′‖d ≥
1
2
max{φ(u′)wv′ , φ(v′)wu′} = Ω(wφ0) ≥ 1
c1
,
and then by (EP2) it follows pu′v′ = Ω(1). In particular, it also holds ptv′ = Ω(1).
We can finish the proof as follows: We toss the coins for all edges in V>φ0 except the edges
incident to t. By the above observation, with constant probability the edge {v1, v3} is present. In
this case, either the best neighbor v2 of v1 satisfies φ(v2) ≥ φ(v1) or we even have φ(v1) ≥ φ(v3)
(and put v2 = v1). We see that
wv2wt
wminn‖xv2xt‖d
= φ(v2)wt ≥ φ(v3)wt ≥ 1
c1
.
Finally, we uncover the edge {v2, t} and independently of the previous events, this edge is also
present with constant probability and with probability Ω(1) > 0, the routing finds t via v2.
8.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2 (Failure Probability is Exponentially Small in wmin)
In this section, we assume in addition to (EP1) and (EP2) that whenever two vertices u and v
satisfy ‖xu − xv‖d ≤ c1wuwvwminn , then the edge {u, v} is present deterministically. This assumption is
very natural and in particular satisfied by hyperbolic random graphs. We first prove the second
statement of the theorem which is a direct consequence of Lemma 8.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (ii). Let s and t be two vertices such that both ws = ω(1) and wt = ω(1).
Then we apply Lemma 8.1 for w0 := ws and φ0 := (c1wt)
−1. By Statement (vi) it follows that with
probability
1−O(wβ−2min min{ws,wt}−Ω(1)) = 1−min{ws,wt}−Ω(1)
the greedy routing finds a vertex u′ of objective at least φ0 = (c1wt)−1. Let P be the final greedy
path, and let u′′ be its first vertex which has objective at least φ0. Then either u′′ = t, or
c1
w′′uwt
wminn‖x′′u − xt‖d
≥ c1φ0wt = 1.
In this case, {u′′, t} ∈ E and thus the routing finds t via u′′.
For part (i) of Theorem 3.2, note that the statement becomes trivial if wmin is small. So we can
assume that wmin is larger than a given constant c which depends on α, β, d and ε. In particular,
this allows us to assume wmin > w1(ε1).
For the proof of Theorem 3.2 (i), we can not directly apply Lemma 8.1 because this yields only
a failure probability which is polynomially small in w0 ≥ wmin. Instead, we will apply Lemma 7.13
for the very first steps, which will allow us to increase the lower-bound on the success probability.
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Afterwards, we will apply Lemma 8.1 for values w0, φ0 which depend exponentially in wmin such
that the lemma indeed yields a sufficiently small failure probability. Finally, we need to ensure
that after seeing vertices of objective at least φ0, the routing does not die out and continues until
it reaches vertices which connect deterministically to t.
For the first step, we will apply the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2. Let w0 := e
w
Ω(1)
min and assume that wmin is sufficiently large. Then there exists a
constant c′ > 0 such that with probability
1−O(e−wΩ(1)min )
the greedy routing visits at least one vertex u which satisfies either (i) wu ≥ w0, (ii) φ(u) ≥ w−c′0 ,
or (iii) u ∈ V2.
Proof. We use similar techniques as in the proof of Lemma 8.1. Notice that if the starting vertex s
satisfies at least one of the three properties, there is nothing to show. Let φ0 := w
−c′
0 and assume
that ws ≤ w0, φ(s) ≤ φ0, and s ∈ V1. We start by defining a weight sequence y(i) as follows: We put
y0 := ws, and for i ≥ 1 we put yi := yγ(ζε1)i−1 . Notice that there exists a first yj such that yj ≥ w0.
Moreover, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j we define
Ai := {v ∈ V1 | (1) : yi−1 ≤ wv < yi; (2) : φ(v) ≤ φ0}
and
Bi := {v ∈ V1 | (1) : wv ≤ yi; (2) : φ(v) ≤ φ0}.
Furthermore, denote by Pi the greedy path induced by the set Bi and by Ei the event that either
Pi ∩ Ai is empty or the first vertex v ∈ Pi ∩ Ai has at least one neighbor v′ /∈ Bi such that
φ(v′) ≥ φ(v) and φ(v′) ≥ φ(u) holds for all u ∈ Γ(v) ∩ Bi. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Clearly, we have
Pr[Ei | Pi ∩ Ai = ∅] = 1, and in order to lower-bound Pr[Ei] we can assume Pi ∩ Ai 6= ∅. Let v be
the first vertex of Pi ∩ Ai. Then by Lemma 7.11 (i), it holds E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε1)|] = Ω(wβ−2min wε1v ).
By a Chernoff bound, with probability at least 1 − exp(−Ω(wβ−2min yε1i−1)) there exists a neighbor v′
of v in the set V +(v, ε1). In particular v
′ /∈ Bi and φ(v′) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε1)−1v .
Next we observe that every vertex u ∈ Bi with objective at least φ(v)wγ(ε1)−1v is contained in
V −(v, ε1). Hence in order to verify that v′ is better than every neighbor of v in Bi, it is sufficient
that v has no neighbor in V −(v, ε1). We observe that by Lemma 7.6, our conditioning on v being
the first vertex in Pi∩Ai decreases the expected size of V −(v, ε1). Furthermore, for c′ large enough
we have φ(v)w
γ(ζε1)
v ≤ φ0wγ(ζε1)0 ≤ c¯, where c¯ is the constant given by Lemma 7.13. Hence by
Lemma 7.13, we obtain
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V −(v, ε)|] = O(φ(v)Ω(1)wO(1)v ) = O(φΩ(1)0 yO(1)i−1 ).
By Markov’s inequality, with probability 1−O(φΩ(1)0 yO(1)i−1 ) this set is empty and in this case, φ(v′)
is higher than the objective of every neighbor of v in Bi. It follows that
Pr[Ei] ≥ 1−O(φΩ(1)0 yO(1)i−1 )− exp(−Ω(wβ−2min yε1i−1)).
Recall that the sequence y(i) grows exponentially, and we obtain
Pr
[
∧ji=1Ei
]
= 1−O
(
φ
Ω(1)
0 y
O(1)
0
)
− exp
(
−Ω(wβ−2min yε10 )
)
= 1−O
(
w
−c′·Ω(1)+O(1)
0 + exp
(
−Ω(wβ−2min wΩ(1)0 )
))
= 1−O
(
w
−Ω(1)
0
)
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if c′ is chosen sufficiently large. This allows us to assume that all good events Ei occur. Let us
consider the final greedy path P = {s = v0, v1, v2, . . .} and suppose that all good events Ei occur.
By construction s ∈ A1, and E1 implies that the routing does not die out at s (i.e., s is not isolated)
and v1 /∈ B1. Then we distinguish two cases: If v1 /∈ Bj , then we are done since v1 would satisfy
(i),(ii) or (iii). Else, v1 is contained in a layer Ai, and in particular it is also the first vertex of
Pi ∩ Ai. Then we can repeat the argument, apply the event Ei and see again that there exists a
subsequent vertex v2 on the greedy path which is either located outside Bj or contained in a layer
Ai′ for i
′ > i. We can repeat this argument inductively. However, at the latest when we reach a
vertex vk ∈ P ∩Aj , the event Ej implies that the best neighbor u of vk is located outside Bj . Then
u must fufill at least one of the properties (i)-(iii), which proves the lemma.
Next, we study the end-phase of the routing and show that once the routing arrives at a vertex
of high objective, with sufficiently high probability it continues to a vertex u such that put = Ω(1).
Lemma 8.3. Let φ0 = e
−wO(1)min and assume that wmin is sufficiently large. Then if the greedy routing
reaches a vertex v with φ(v) ≥ φ0, with probability
1−O(e−wΩ(1)min )
it also visits a vertex u with φ(u) ≥ (c1wt)−1.
Proof. If φ0 ≥ φ1 := 1c1wt , there is nothing to show, so we can assume φ0 < φ1. In the following
we partition the vertex set with objective between φ0 and φ1 in small layers. Let ψ0 := φ0, and
for i ≥ 1 put ψi := ψi−1 · w(1−1/γ(ε1))/2min . We assume w.l.o.g. that there exists an index j such that
ψj = φ1. Then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j we define Ai := {v ∈ V | ψi−1 ≤ φ(v) < ψi}. Our goal is to show
that with probability sufficiently high, the greedy routing visits at most one vertex per layer Ai,
and if so, it will not stop at such a vertex. Therefore, we denote by Pi the greedy path induced by
all vertices of objective less than ψi and by Ei the event that either Pi ∩ Ai is empty or the first
vertex v ∈ Pi ∩Ai has a neighbor v′ such that φ(v′) ≥ ψi.
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ j. If Pi ∩ Ai = ∅, then Ei holds with probability 1. Hence suppose that Pi ∩ Ai is
non-empty and let v be the first vertex on Pi ∩Ai. We distinguish two cases: First suppose v ∈ V1.
Note that for ε1 small enough it holds
γ(ε1)− 1 = 3− β − ε1
β − 2 ≥
3− β − ε1
2− 2ε =
1− 1/γ(ε1)
2
.
Then by Lemma 7.11 (i) and a Chernoff bound, with probability at least 1− exp(−Ω(wΩ(1)min )) there
exists a neighbor v′ of v with objective
φ(v′) ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε1)−1v ≥ φ(v)wγ(ε1)−1min ≥ φ(v)w(1−1/γ(ε1))/2min ≥ ψi.
It remains the case v ∈ V2. Since wt ≥ wmin and since we are assuming that wmin is sufficiently
large, it holds φ(v) ≤ (c1wt)−1 ≤ (c1wmin)−1 ≤ 1. This allows us to apply Lemma 7.12 (i), and
we see that the expected number of neighbors of v with objective at least φ(v)1/γ(ε1) is at least
Ω(wβ−2min φ(v)
−Ω(ε1)) = Ω(wΩ(ε1)min ). By a Chernoff bound, the probability that such a neighbor v
′ exists
is at least 1 − exp(−Ω(wΩ(1)min )). By definition of V +(v, ε1) we have at least φ(v′) ≥ φ(v)1/γ(ε1). In
addition, we can use that φ(v) ≥ φ1 and wmin is a sufficiently large constant. Then it follows
φ(v′) ≥ φ(v)1/γ(ε1) = φ(v)1−(3−β−ε)/(1−ε) ≥ φ(v)(c1wmin)(3−β−ε)/(1−ε)
≥ φ(v)w(3−β−ε)/(2−2ε)min = φ(v)w(1−1/γ(ε1))/2min ≥ ψi.
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It follows that Pr[Ei] ≥ 1−O(e−w
Ω(1)
min ) holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Note that by construction we have
φ0w
j(1−1/γ(ε1))/2
min = φ1, which implies j = O(
| log φ0|
logwmin
) = O(
w
O(1)
min
logwmin
). By a union bound it follows
Pr
[
∧ji=1Ei
]
= 1−O(wO(1)min e−w
Ω(1)
min ) = 1−O(e−wΩ(1)min ).
Therefore we are allowed to assume that all good events occur and finish the proof as follows:
Let P be the final greedy path and let v ∈ P be the first vertex contained in a layer Ai. Then
v ∈ Pi ∩Ai, and the event Ei implies that v has a neighbor v′ with higher objective than ψi. Then
either φ(v′) ≥ φ1 or v′ ∈ Ai′ for some i′ > i. We can repeat the argument until we reach the last
layer Aj , and it follows that indeed P must contain a vertex of objective at least φ1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (i). We prove the statement by combining the two previous lemmas with
Lemma 8.1. Let c′ > 0 be a sufficiently large constant and let P be the resulting greedy path. We
put w0 := exp(wmin) and φ0 := w
−c′
0 . First suppose that φ(s) ≤ φ0 and s /∈ V (w0, φ0). In this case,
we apply Lemma 8.2 and see that if c′ is large enough, then with probability
1−O(e−wΩ(1)min )
there exists a vertex u ∈ P which is either contained in the large set V (w0, φ0) or satisfies φ(u) > φ0.
Next suppose that there exists a first vertex u1 ∈ P ∩ V (w0, φ0) (in case s ∈ V (w0, φ0), we
would put u1 = s). If there exists such a vertex, by Lemma 8.1 with probability
1−O(wβ−2min min{w0, φ−10 }−Ω(1)) = 1−O(e−w
Ω(1)
min )
there exists a vertex u` on the greedy path induced by V≤φ0 such that u` ∈ V (w0, φ0) and
E>φ0 [|Γ(u`) ∩ V>φ0 |] = Ω
(
wβ−2min min{w0, φ−10 }Ω(1)
)
= Ω
(
ew
Ω(1)
min
)
.
So far, we uncovered the graph G[V≤φ0 ]. We continue by tossing the coins for all remaining
vertices and edges. By a Chernoff bound, with probability 1− exp(−Ω(exp(wΩ(1)min ))) the set Γ(u`)∩
V>φ0 is non-empty, and u` has a neighbor u
′ of objective at least φ0. Then there are two possible
situations: If P visits u`, then the vertex following after u` in P has objective at least φ0. If P
does not visit u`, then there must exist an earlier vertex ui ∈ P from which P jumps to G[V≥φ0 ].
In both cases, the routing arrives at vertex u′ satisfying φ(u′) ≥ φ0.
Finally suppose that the routing visits a vertex u′ of objective at least φ0 or even starts at such
a vertex. Then by Lemma 8.3, with probability 1− O(e−wΩ(1)min ) it also visits a vertex u′′ such that
φ(u′′) ≥ (c1wt)−1.
By a union bound over all error probabilities it follows that with probability 1−O(e−wΩ(1)min ) the
greedy path P arrives at a vertex u′′ fufillling φ(u′′) ≥ (c1wt)−1. If u′′ = t, we are done, otherwise
we have
‖xu′′ − xt‖d = wu
′′
wminnφ(u′′)
≤ c1wu′′wt
wminn
and by our assumption on the model it follows that {u′′, t} ∈ E and therefore t ∈ P .
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8.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3 (Length of Greedy Path)
Before bounding the length of the resulting greedy path, we look at the very first steps of the
routing process. With the following lemma, we show for both the basic routing algorithm and its
patching variants that they can not visit too many vertices of low weight before reaching a vertex
of growing weight. We will use the lemma both for proving Theorem 3.3 and later in Chapter 9 for
analyzing patching protocols.
Lemma 8.4. Let w0 = w0(n) = ω(1) be a function growing in n, and suppose that the starting
vertex s satisfies ws ≤ w0 and φ(s) ≤ e−w0. Let A be a routing protocol which satisfies (P1), i.e.,
it makes greedy choices. Then a.a.s., either A visits at most O(w40) different vertices in total, or
after visiting at most O(w40) different vertices, A reaches a vertex of weight at least w0.
Proof. We denote by G′ the subgraph induced by all vertices of weight less than w0 and by G′′ the
subgraph induced by all vertices of weight less than w30. Let r = (w
c
0/n)
1/d, where we take c > 0
sufficiently large.
We first prove that a.a.s., during the first few hops the algorithm stays close to the starting
position xs, unless it finds a large-weight vertex very soon. Suppose that we first uncover all vertices
of weight less than w0 and see only G
′. Let s′ = v0, v1, v2, . . . be the sequence of different vertices
visited by algorithm A when we run it on G′ (so if a vertex is visited several times, we only list it
once). By Lemma 7.14 (ii), with probability 1 − O(w−50 ) there exists no neighbor of s in G′ with
geometric distance at least r to xs, i.e., there is no jump outgoing from s. For the following vertices
v1, v2, . . ., we argue similarly: If we condition on that there was no outgoing jump on the previous
vertices s, v1, . . . , vi, then by Lemma 7.6, the probability that there is an outgoing jump from vi+1
is even smaller than without conditioning, and by Lemma 7.14 (ii) for vi+1 this probability is at
most 1 − O(w−50 ), regardless whether we condition on the same event for the previous vertices or
not. We apply a union bound over the first 2w40 vertices that the routing algorithm finds in G
′ and
see that with probability 1 − O(w−10 ), we do not see such an outgoing jump during the first 2w40
steps. Note that if the algorithm visits less vertices in G′, we can apply union bound just over all
visited vertices and obtain the same result.
As a next step, let us consider first a w30-grid as given by Definition 7.7 and second the ball
B(2w40r, s) of radius 2w
4
0r around xs. This ball has volume 4
dw4d0 r
d = 4dw4d+c0 n
−1 and intersects
Θ(w4d+c−30 ) = w
O(1)
0 cells of the w
3
0-grid. Let C be the collection of all these cells contained in our
ball B(2w40r, s). The expected number of vertices of weight at most w0 contained in a single cell
Ci ∈ C is at most w30, and by a Chernoff bound, with probability 1 − exp(−Ω(w30)) there are not
more than 2w30 vertices in Ci. The same is true for all Ci ∈ C, and by a union bound we deduce
that with probability 1−O(wO(1)0 exp(−Ω(w30))) = 1− o(1) every cell Ci ∈ C contains at most 2w30
vertices.
It follows that after visiting 2w40 different vertices, the algorithm either has escaped from the
ball B(2w40r, s) or it has visited at least w
3
0 different cells. However, from the above calculation
we know that a.a.s. none of the first 2w40 visited vertices has a neighbor inside G
′ with geometric
distance at least r. Thus for all i ≤ 2w40 it holds
‖xs − xvi‖ ≤ 2w40r.
Therefore a.a.s. the routing does not escape the ball B(2w40r, s) during the first 2w
4
0 hops, and in
this case, the algorithm running on G′ either stops before visiting 2w40 vertices or it visited vertices
in at least w30 different cells.
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In particular, we can lower-bound the geometric distance to t for all these first vertices. Observe
that ‖xs − xt‖d = wsφ(s)wminn ≥
ew0
n as we are assuming φ(s) ≤ e−w0 . On the other hand it holds
(2w40r)
d = 2dw
O(1)
0 n
−1 = o
(
ew0n−1
)
,
and by the triangle inequality it follows that for all i ≤ 2w40 we have
‖xvi − xt‖d ≥
ew0
2n
.
Now we add the vertices of weights between w0 and w
3
0 to the graph in order to obtain G
′′.
Notice that due to the Poisson point process, the distribution of the new vertices is completely
independent from what we have observed in G′. The vertices with even higher weight will be
uncovered later. Then we rerun the algorithm A on G′′, yielding a sequence s′′ of different visited
vertices. There are three cases. First, if |s′′| < 2w40 then we are done, since then on G the algorithm
either visits less than 2w40 different vertices, or it visits a vertex that is not in G
′′. Similarly, if
|s′′| ≥ 2w40, and among the first 2w40 vertices in s′′ there is at least one with weight at least w0,
then we are also done: on G the algorithm must either visit a vertex that is not in G′′, or it visits
the same first 2w40 different vertices as in s
′′, thus visiting a vertex of weight at least w0.
It remains the case where |s′′| ≥ 2w40, and the first 2w40 vertices in s′′ all have weight at most
w0. We have seen that in this case, it visits vertices in at least w
3
0 different cells of the w
3
0-grid.
By the Bulk Lemma 7.8, we deduce that when adding the heavy vertices of weight at least w30 to
the graph, a.a.s. there exists a smallest index i < 2w40 such that vi has a neighbor u with wu ≥ w30
which is located in the same cell. We know that a.a.s. ‖xvi − xt‖d ≥ e
w0
2n . Since u is in the same cell
as vi, it holds ‖xu − xt‖d ≤ (1 + o(1))‖xvi − xt‖d and therefore
φ(u) ≥ (1− o(1))w20φ(vi).
On the other hand, we know that a.a.s. vi has no neighbor u
′ satisfying both w′u < w0 and
‖xvi − x′u‖ ≥ r, therefore every neighbor u′′ of v with weight less than w0 satisfies
‖xvi − x′′u‖ < r = o(‖xvi − xt‖).
Again by the triangle inequality it follows that such a neighbor u′′ satisfies
‖xu′′ − xt‖ = (1− o(1))‖xvi − xt‖.
We conclude that in this case we have
φ(u′′) ≤ (1 + o(1))w0φ(vi)
and indeed the objective of the vertex u is large enough such that by (P1) the algorithm will prefer
u to all neighbors of vi of weight at most w0. Hence, the neighbor of vi with maximal objective has
weight at least w0 and at the latest at this point, A visits a vertex of weight at least w0.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let f0 = f0(n) = ω(1) be a growing function. Furthermore let w0 =
w0(n) := max{log f0(n),ws} and φ0 := min{(c1wt)−1, f−10 }. We first assume φ(s) ≤ φ0. Sup-
pose ws ≤ w0. Then by Lemma 8.4, a.a.s. either greedy routing ends in a dead end after visiting
O(w40) = o(f0) vertices, or one of the first O(w
4
0) vertices has weight at least w0. If ws ≥ w0, we
already start at such a vertex. Let u1 be the first visited vertex of weight at least w0. Clearly
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φ(u1) ≥ φ(s). Suppose φ(u1) ≤ φ0. Then we apply Lemma 8.1 with w0 and φ0. By Statements (v)
and (vi), a.a.s. after at most
L =
1 + o(1)
| log β − 2|
(
log logw0(φ(s)
−1) + log logφ0(φ(s)
−1)
)
+O (f0(n))
steps, the routing process arrives at a vertex of objective at least φ0. Notice that by construction,
w0 ≥ wt and φ−10 ≥ wt, thus L is not larger than the claimed length of the greedy path.
Hence we can assume that the routing reaches a vertex u′ such that φ(u′) ≥ φ0. Note that
in the case φ(s) ≥ φ0, we would use s = u′. If φ0 = f−10 , then we apply Lemma 7.5 to see that
a.a.s., there exist at most O(f0) vertices with objective at least φ0. Even if the algorithm visits
every single vertex with this property, this needs only O(f0(n)) steps. It remains to treat the case
φ−10 = c1wt. Then
c1
wu′wt
wminn‖xu′ − xt‖d = c1φ(u
′)wt ≥ 1,
and we observe that every vertex u that the algorithm visits after u′ has probability put = Ω(1) to
directly connect to the target t. Suppose for contradiction that from now on, the routing process
visits more than f0(n) = ω(1) additional vertices. Since each of these vertices independently
connects to t with constant probability, it follows that with probability 1 − o(1) at least one of
the f0 additional vertices connects to t. However, in this case the algorithm indeed goes to t and
stops. We conclude that after reaching a vertex of objective at least φ0, a.a.s. the routing stops
before visiting f0(n) additional vertices. Adding up all steps then proves the second statement of
the Theorem. For the first, general bound of 2+o(1)| log β−2| log log n, we pick f0(n) = o(log log n). Then
this statement follows immediately since φ(s) = Ω(n−1) and ws,wt = Ω(1).
9 Proof: Patching
Similar to our analysis of the basic routing process, we prove Theorem 3.4 in three steps. We first
use Lemma 8.4 in order to show that the algorithm soon finds vertices of high weight. Next we
can apply Lemma 8.1 for analyzing the process until an objective φ0 is reached. For the end of the
routing process, we need a preparatory result. We do this with the following lemma. It is analogue
to Lemma 8.4 but considers the very last phase before the algorithm hits the target vertex t.
Lemma 9.1. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let w0 = w0(n) = ω(1) be a
function growing in n such that w0(n) = O(log log n), and suppose that the target vertex t satisfies
wt ≤ w0 and that the start vertex satisfies φ(s) ≤ w−c0 . Then a.a.s., either s and t are not in the
same component, or there exists a path P of length O(w40) from t to a vertex u with wu ≥ w0 such
that every vertex v ∈ P (including u) fufills φ(v) ≥ w−O(1)0 .
Proof. Let G′ be the subgraph induced by vertices of weight at most w0, and suppose that we
first uncover this subgraph. Furthermore let C be the connected component of G′ which contains
t, and let r := (wc0/n)
1/d, where c > 0 is a sufficiently large constant. By Lemma 7.14 (ii), with
probability 1− O(w−50 ) the target vertex t has no neighbor in G′ with geometric distance at least
r to xt. Next we explore C by depth first search (choosing vertices in arbitrary order) until either
2w40 vertices have been visited or C has been completely traversed. Let v be any vertex which has
been explored in this process. By Lemma 7.6 and Lemma 7.14 (ii), with probability 1 − O(w−50 )
the vertex v has no neighbor in G′ with geometric distance at least r to xv. As we explored at
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most 2w40 vertices, by a union bound it follows that with probability 1 − O(w−10 ) = 1 − o(1), we
didn’t explore any edge of geometric length at least r. Therefore, every explored vertex v satisfies
‖xv − xt‖d ≤ 2w40rd = wO(1)0 /n and thus φ(v) ≥ w−O(1)0 .
We proceed by considering a w30-grid as given by Definition 7.7, and uncovering the vertices of
weight at least w0. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 8.4, we deduce that there are w
O(1)
0 cells of
the grid which are in distance at most 2w40r to xt, and a.a.s. all of these cells contain at most 2w
3
0
vertices. It follows that if we explored 2w40 vertices, then they cover at least w0 different cells. In
this case, by Lemma 7.8 there exists a vertex u and a vertex v such that (i) wu ≥ w0, (ii) u and
v are in the same cell, (iii) v is among the explored vertices, and (iv) u and v are connected with
an edge. From (ii) it follows in particular that φ(u) ≥ w−O(1)0 , and clearly there exists a v-t-path
among the explored vertices. Hence we find a u-v-t-path with all desired properties.
Suppose that the DFS stops after exploring less than 2w40 vertices, and let v be an explored
vertex. Recall that ‖xv − xt‖d ≤ 2w40rd = wO(1)0 /n. Then by Lemma 7.14 (iii), with probability
1−O(w−50 ) there exists no neighbor u of v such that φ(u) ≤ w−c0 and wu ≥ w0, for a suitable choice
of c. By a union bound we deduce that a.a.s. this holds for all explored vertices. However, this is
only possible if either C is itself the whole connected component of t (and in this case s is not in
the same coomponent as t) or there exists a vertex u with wu ≥ w0 and φ(u) ≥ w−O(1)0 which has
an explored neighbor v. This yields again an u-v-t path with all desired properties.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We first treat the main case φ(s) = o(1), and only come to the exceptional
case φ(s) = Ω(1) at the very end.
The Case φ(s) = o(1): finding a vertex u1 of large weight. Let w0 = O(log log log n).
We assume for now that the starting vertex s satisfies φ(s) = o(1), which happens a.a.s. if s is
a random vertex. Note that we may choose w0 such that φ(s) ≤ e−w0 . Furthermore let A be
an algorithm satisfying (P1) − (P3). We first show that either s is not in the same connected
component as t, or A finds t quickly, or A visits soon a vertex of weight at least w0. If ws ≥ w0,
this is trivial. Otherwise, either A finds t among the first O(w40) (different) visited vertices, or the
connected component of s has only O(w40) vertices, or the algorithm visits O(w
4
0) without finding
t. Note that by condition (P2), the algorithm A spends at most w
O(1)
0 = o(log log n) steps in this
phase, which settles the first two cases. In the last case, A visits O(w40) vertices without finding t,
and by Lemma 8.4 a.a.s. at least one of these vertices has weight at least w0. Let us call the first
such vertex u1.
The length of middle part: application of the main lemma. As a next step, we want
to apply Lemma 8.1 to bound the number of steps in the middle phase. Let f1(n) = ω(1) be
a function which grows sufficiently small in n, and let w1 := logw0, w2 := logw1 = log logw0,
and φ0 := (w2)
−1/f1 = o(1). We consider the induced graph G[V≤φ0 ] of vertices of objective at
most φ0, and denote by P = {s, . . . , u1, . . .} the path obtained from running A on G[V≤φ0 ]. We
apply Lemma 8.1 for w0 and φ0. It follows that a.a.s., after u1 the patching algorithm always
finds an objective-improving neighbor until it reaches a vertex u` which has a.a.s. ω(1) neighbors
in V +(u`, ε1) of objective at least φ0. Let P
′ be the subpath {u1, . . . , u`}. By Statement (v) of
Lemma 8.1, and by our choice of w0 and φ0, a.a.s. it holds
|P ′| ≤ 1 + o(1)| log(β − 2)|(log logw0 φ(u1)
−1 + log logφ−10 φ(u1)
−1) + o(log log n) ≤ 2 + o(1)| log β − 2| log logn.
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Existence of uj,ui: vertices of objective φ(uj) ≈ w−11 , φ(ui) ≈ w−12 . Next, we claim that
a.a.s. there exist a vertex uj ∈ P ′ such that
w
−Ω(1)
1 ≥ φ(uj) ≥ w−1−Ω(1)1 , (13)
and such that A also visits uj if we let it run on G \ {t} instead of G[V≤φ0 ].
By Lemma 7.14 (i), there exists a constant ε′ > 0 such that a.a.s. the graph has no vertices
of weight at least w0 and objective at least w
−ε′
0 (except potentially t, if we fix t and let wt be
large). Moreover, we already know that the vertices which A visited before u1 have no neighbor
with distance at least r and weight less than w0, thus for ε
′ small enough, they have no neighbor
of objective at least w−ε
′
0 < w
−1−Ω(1)
1 . In particular it follows that φ(u1) ≤ w−1−Ω(1)1 .
Now let u ∈ P ′ be a vertex such that φ(u) ≤ w−1−Ω(1)1 . Then by Lemma 7.14 (iv), with
probability 1−O(min{wu, φ(u)−1}−Ω(1)) the vertex u has no neighbor of objective at least w−Ω(1)1
and weight at most w1. Moreover, by Lemma 8.1 (iii) the weights of the vertices in P
′ increase
doubly exponentially during the first phase, and by Lemma 8.1 (iv) the objectives increase doubly
exponentially during the second phase. This allows us to apply union bound over all vertices on P ′
with objective at most w
−1−Ω(1)
1 . We deduce that a.a.s., no vertex u ∈ P ′ with φ(u) ≤ w−1−Ω(1)1
has a neighbor of objective at least w
−Ω(1)
1 and weight at most w1. By Lemma 7.14 (i), we know
that a.a.s. there are no vertices except t with objective at least w
−Ω(1)
1 and weight at least w1. We
finally see that indeed, a.a.s. the path P ′ contains at least one vertex uj satisfying (13). Moreover,
for sufficiently large n we have w
−Ω(1)
1 ≤ φ0. Then, since none of the preceding vertices has a
neighbor in V>φ0 , this vertex uj is also visited if A runs on G. This proves that uj exists.
Let w2 = log(w1). We claim that analogously to (13), a.a.s. there exist a vertex ui ∈ P ′ such
that
w
−Ω(1)
2 ≥ φ(ui) ≥ w−1−Ω(1)2 , (14)
and such that A also visits ui if we let it run on G \ {t} instead of G[V≤φ0 ]. Indeed, the proof is
completely analogous to (13).
End phase: finding a path from ui to t in G[V>φ(uj)]. To finish the argument, we consider
the graph G[V>φ(uj)]. Clearly, if t is already connected to a vertex on the path P which is located
before ui on P , then the algorithm succeeds. Otherwise, we claim that it is sufficient to show
that either t is not in same connected component as s, or that among all vertices of objective at
least φ(uj) there exists a path from uj to t. Suppose we find such a path. Then uj and t are in
the same connected component S in G[V>φ(uj)]. In particular, by (P3) the algorithm A visits all
vertices of S (including t) during the next |S|O(1) steps. By Lemma 7.5, a.a.s. there are at most
O(φ(uj)
−1) = wO(1)0 vertices of objective at least φ(uj), therefore |S|O(1) = wO(1)0 = o(log log n) as
desired. Hence it remains to find a uj-t-path in G[V>φ(uj)]. Since we already know that ui and
uj are connected by P
′, it also suffices to find a path from ui to t in G[V>φ(uj)]. (Mind the two
different indices i, j here.)
We start by finding a path from t to a vertex u of weight at least wu ≥ wε2, where ε > 0
is a sufficiently small constant. If wt ≥ wε2, this is trivial by setting u = t, otherwise we apply
Lemma 9.1 with weight wε2. Note that the condition φ(s) < w
−c
2 is satisfied for sufficiently large
n. Then either s and t are in different components, or there is a path from t to a vertex u with
wu ≥ wε2 such that every vertex in the path has objective at least w−O(1)2 ≥ φ(uj), where the
latter inequality holds for sufficiently large n. So it only remains to show that u and ui are in the
same connected component of G[V>φ(uj)]. For this last step, fix a sufficiently large constant C > 0
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and consider the set B := {v ∈ V | ‖xv − xt‖d ≤ wC2 /n}. Clearly, B contains t. If u 6= t, then
by Lemma 7.14 (i), a.a.s. we have φ(u) ≤ w−Ω(1)u , and thus w−O(1)2 ≤ φ(u) ≤ w−Ω(1)u ≤ w−Ω(1)2 .
This bounds both wu and φ(u)
−1, so we get ‖xu − xt‖d = φ(u)−1wu/n ≤ wO(1)2 /n. Hence, if C
is large enough then u ∈ B. Similarly, using (14) we find that ui ∈ B. The set B contains in
expectation n′ = wC2 vertices, and by Corollary 7.10 a.a.s. the induced graph G[B] has a giant
component which contains all vertices of weight at least (log n′)O(1). In particular, u and ui are in
the giant component of G[B], so there is a path from u to ui in G[B]. Moreover, every vertex v in
B has objective at least φ(v) ≥ wu/(n‖xv − xt‖d) ≥ wminw−C2 > φ(uj) (if n is sufficiently large), so
B ⊆ V>φ(uj). Altogether, we have found a path from ui to u in V>φ(uj), and thus a path from uj
to t in V>φ(uj). This concludes the proof under the initial assumption φ(s) = o(1).
The Case φ(s) = Ω(1). In the remaining case φ(s) = Ω(1), condition (P3) ensures that there
exists an objective φ1 = o(1), φ1 ≥ (log log n)o(1), such that we explore the connected component
S of s in G[V>φ1 ] in |S|O(1) steps. We note that by Lemma 7.5, a.a.s. |V>φ1 | = O(φ−11 ), so in
particular we need at most |S|O(1) = o(log log n) steps to explore S. It only remains to show that
a.a.s. either s and t are in different connected components in G, or they are in the same component
in G[V>φ1 ]. This argument resembles closely the argument in the previous paragraph, and we only
repeat it briefly. By Lemma 9.1 either s and t are in different components in G, or there is path
from s to t among vertices of objective at least φ1 and of weight at most φ
−ε
1 , or in G[V>φ1 ] there
are paths from s and from t to vertices us and ut of weights at least φ
−ε
1 , where us = s or ut = t
are possible if ws or wt is large. Then by the same argument as we used for u and uj above, a.a.s.
us and ut are in the same connected component of G[V>φ1 ]. Summarizing, either there is no path
from s to t in G, or there is a path from s to t in G[V>φ1 ], and in the latter case the path is explored
in o(log log n) steps, as required.
10 Proof: Relaxations
In our analysis of the basic greedy algorithm and the patching algorithm we always assumed that
a node is aware of the exact objectives of its neighbors and packets are forwarded always to the
neighbor with largest objective. In practice the exact objective of a neighbor might not be available.
In the following we show that all our theorems also hold if objective values are only approximately
known. In particular, we generalize from our original objective function φ to a class of objective
functions, and prove Theorem 3.5. Before we come to the proof, we remark without formal proof
that Theorem 3.5 is essentially best possible.
Remark 10.1. The relaxations in Theorem 3.5 are best possible. In Section 6 we have described
typical trajectories of greedy routing. In particular, it turned out that there are two phases in which
the weight and the objective improve by an exponent of 1/(β − 2), respectively. If we would replace
the function f0(n) in Theorem 3.5 by a constant, then in each step the algorithm could pick vertices
which would increase the weight (in the first phase) and the objective (in the second phase) only by
an exponent c < 1/(β−2). This would increase the number of steps to at least 2+o(1)log c log logn, thus
making the algorithm considerably slower.
Below we show that our analysis of the greedy routing w.r.t. φ applies as well for such a
relaxed objective function φ˜ which fufills the preconditions of Theorem 3.5. Note that all technical
definitions of sets such as V1, V2, V
+(v, ε), V −(v, ε), . . . are still defined via φ and not via φ˜.
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first study how Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 for the basic routing process
can be transferred for relaxed objective functions, and defer the corresponding analysis for patching
algorithms to the end of this section. Let f0(n) = ω(1) be a growing function, let δ > 0, and
recall from our basic analysis that ε1 is a constant chosen sufficiently small. Moreover we put
ε2 = (log log f0(n))
−1. We want to prove for every g0(n) = o(1) that the results about greedy
routing w.r.t. φ transfer to every relaxed objective function φ˜ which is maximized at the target t
and satisfies
φ˜(v) = Θ
(
φ(v) ·min{wv, φ(v)−1}±g(n)
)
for all v with φ(v) ≤ cw−1+δt , where c > 0 is a constant chosen sufficiently large later. Furthermore
we assume that all other vertices satisfy φ˜(v) = Ω(w
−1+δ/2
t ). We observe that by choosing f0(n)
sufficiently small compared to g(n), we can assume as well that every vertex v with φ(v) ≤ cw−1+δt
satisfies
φ˜(v) = Θ
(
φ(v) ·min{wγ(ε1)v , φ(v)−1}±ε2/c)
)
(15)
for c = 4γ(ε1), which is a weaker relaxation and thus gives a stronger statement. Notice that for
vertices v ∈ V1, the minimum will be attained by wγ(ε1)v , and vice-versa for vertices v ∈ V2, the
maximum will be attained by φ(v)−1.
Let A˜ be a greedy routing algorithm which performs routing w.r.t. φ˜. In the following, we show
that we can modify our analysis of the routing process such that whenever A˜ proceeds to a new
vertex v, this vertex still has all desired properties and the routing trajectory is essentially the
same. We will describe how the proofs of Theorem 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 can be adapted for the relaxed
routing algorithm A˜, but we will not prove this in detail. Recall that all these proofs basically
contain three parts: First we studied the start of the routing, which contains the very first steps
until a certain weight w0 is reached. Then in the second step we applied Lemma 8.1 in order to
reach a vertex of objective at least φ0, and in the final part we studied how the process finds t.
When describing how our results can be transferred to the relaxed algorithm A˜, we therefore handle
these three parts separately. Thereby, we assume that φ0 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t , where c > 0 is a constant
chosen sufficiently small later. Below we will see that never a larger φ0 for transferring the main
theorems to A˜ is needed. We start by studying the main part of the routing process.
Main part of routing process: In all proofs we applied Lemma 8.1 for analyzing the main
part of the routing process. Hence we indicate why this main lemma still applies for the relaxed
algorithm A˜. In fact, we will slightly strengthen part (vi) of the lemma such that for the end phase
we can still guarantee that A˜ reaches a vertex of real objective at least φ0. Recall that we put
φ0 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t . We require that c is small enough such that for every vertex v ∈ V≤φ0 and every
vertex u with φ(u) ≥ cw−1+δt , it holds φ˜(v) < φ˜(u). Notice that by the weak relaxation (3), indeed
this is possible. Then we can assume that whenever we use this lemma, all vertices satisfy (15).
Lemma 8.1 treats two phases of the routing. In the first phase of the routing process, our
goal was to prove for a given vertex v ∈ V1 that its best neighbor w.r.t. φ has weight at least
w
γ(ζε)
v , where ε ∈ {ε1, ε2} and this choice was depending on the weight wv. Recall that our analysis
assumed that all good events occur. Then in particular v has no neighbor in the set V −(v, ε), and
every neighbor u with weight at most w
γ(ζε)
v can have objective at most φ(v)w
γ(ε)−1
v . Let u be such
a neighbor. We claim that φ˜(u) is small enough such that u is not the best neighbor of v w.r.t. φ˜.
Due to the relaxation (15), the vertex u satisfies
φ˜(u) ≤ φ(u)wγ(ε1)ε2/cu ≤ O
(
φ(v)wγ(ε)−1+γ(ζε)γ(ε1)ε2/cv
)
.
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In order to guarantee that the routing does not proceed with such a vertex, we need to find
a neighbor of weight at least w
γ(ζε)
v and higher relaxed objective φ˜. Before, we found such good
neighbors in the set V +(v, ε). Instead, we could as well consider the set V +(v, ε/3). We apply
Lemma 7.11 to see that
E[|Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε/3)|] = Ω(wβ−2min wΩ(ε)v )
which is fine for all error bounds. Let γ′ := 1+ε/3β−2 . By Lemma 7.4, the expected number of
neighbors with weight larger than wγ
′
v is O(w
β−2
min w
−Ω(ε)
v ). Hence we expect Ω(w
β−2
min w
Ω(ε)
v ) neighbors
in V +(v, ε/3) with weight at most w
(1+ε/3)/(β−2)
v . By our relaxations, a vertex u′ in this set satisfies
φ˜(u′) ≥ φ(u′)w′−γ(ε1)ε2/cu ≥ Ω
(
φ(v)wγ(εi/3)−1−γ
′γ(ε1)ε2/c
v
)
.
Since we assume that ε1 is small enough and ε ≤ ε1, we observe that
γ(ε/3)− γ(ε) = 2ε
3(β − 2) >
(2 + ε− ζε)ε2
4(β − 2) = (γ(ζε) + γ
′)
γ(ε1)ε2
c
and indeed, φ˜(u′) is larger than the relaxed objective of v itself and of every neighbor of v with
weight less than w
γ(ζε)
v . It follows that our analysis of the first phase is valid for routing w.r.t. φ˜ as
well and thus applies to A˜.
For the second phase in V2, we can apply the same arguments in order to generalize our analysis.
For v ∈ V2, we consider again V +(v, ε/3) instead of V +(v, ε). Given all good events, the set
V −(v, ε) is again empty and every vertex u ∈ Γ(v) ∩ V1 has relaxed objective at most φ˜(u) =
O(φ(v)(1−ε2/c)/γ(ε)). However, every vertex u′ ∈ Γ(v) ∩ V +(v, ε/3) with φ(u′) ≤ cw1−δt satisfies
φ˜(u′) = Ω(φ(v)(1+ε2/c)/γ(ε/3)) by the first condition on the relaxation φ˜. Note that since c > 4 and
ε2 ≤ ε, we have ε2/c ≤ ε/3. With a short calculation we deduce (1+ε2/c)(1−ε) < (1−ε2/c)(1−ε/3),
which is equivalent to
1 + ε2/c
γ(ε/3)
<
1− ε2/c
γ(ε)
.
Indeed, φ˜(u′) > φ˜(u) and the routing algorithm A˜ favours vertices in V +(v, ε) as desired.
Moreover, regarding statement (vi) of the main lemma, the above arguments imply that every
vertex v ∈ Γ(u`) ∩ V +(u`, ε) with φ(v) ≤ cw−1+δt satisfies φ˜(v) > φ˜(u`). Furthermore, for every
vertex v ∈ Γ(u`) ∩ V +(u`, ε) with φ(v) > cw−1+δt the same is true by our choice of φ0, since
u` ∈ V≤φ0 . It follows
{v ∈ Γ(u`) ∩ V +(u`, ε) ∩ V>φ0 | φ˜(v) > φ˜(u`)} = Γ(u`) ∩ V +(u`, ε) ∩ V>φ0 ,
and using M := min{w0, φ−10 } we obtain
E>φ0
[∣∣{v ∈ Γ(u`) ∩ V +(u`, ε) ∩ V>φ0 | φ˜(v) > φ˜(u`)}∣∣] = Ω(wβ−2min MΩ(1)) (16)
for a suitable choice of ε ∈ {ε1, ε2}. Note that the only difference to part (vi) of Lemma 8.1 is
the additional condition φ˜(v) > φ˜(u`). In particular, if A˜ visits u` and the set described in (16) is
non-empty, then A˜ proceeds to a vertex in V>φ0 which has in particular higher relaxed objective
than u`. Notice that it is not guaranteed that this next vertex lies in V
+(u`, ε), because vertices
with real objective at least cw−1+δt can have arbitarily large relaxed objective, thus vertices in
V +(u`, ε) don’t need to be the best neighbors of u` w.r.t. φ˜.
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Start of routing process: We can assume that all considered vertices are contained in the
set V≤φ0 , as the analysis of the end of the routing will handle all other vertices. Let us start by
considering the proof of Theorem 3.1. There, we used that if ws < w1(ε1), then with constant
probability s has a neighbor in a superior set As. More precisely, As contains vertices of weight
at least w1(ε1), and the proof required that with constant probability, s has at least one neighbor
u1 ∈ As and no neighbor with smaller weight than w1 but higher objective than u1. We observe
that this argument can be transferred to the analysis A˜ as long as φ˜(u1) is large enough and in
particular larger than φ˜(s). However, due to (15) it holds φ˜(u1) = Ω(φ(u1)w
−o(1)
u1 ) = Ω(φ(s)). If we
make the set As slightly smaller and require that the weight of its vertices is by a constant factor
larger than w1(ε1), then still with constant probability there exists a vertex u1 ∈ Γ(s) ∩ As, and
φ˜(u1) will be large enough. Then this starting argument applies as well for φ˜.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 used Lemma 8.2 for the very first steps. There we constructed a set
of layers Ai, defined via weights, and proved that with sufficiently high probability, the routing
process traverses these layers and thereby the weight of the current vertex increases as desired. By
the same arguments as seen above for the main lemma, we can apply Lemma 8.2 for the relaxations.
When proving Theorem 3.3, we used Lemma 8.4 for the starting phase. The crucial argument
behind Lemma 8.4 was that after visiting many vertices of weight at most w0(n) = ω(1), the
routing will arrive at a vertex v which has a neighbor u in the same cell of a w0-grid such that
wu ≥ w30. We observe that due to (15), u still has the property φ˜(u) ≥ (1 − o(1))w2−o(1)0 φ(v).
On the other hand, every neighbor v′ of v which has weight less than w0 has relaxed objective
φ˜(v′) ≤ (1 + o(1))w1+o(1)0 φ(v). We see that the since w0 = ω(1), the algorithm A˜ still prefers u to
v′. Therefore Lemma 8.4 can be applied as well for studying the start of the routing algorithm A˜.
End of routing process: We have seen that as long as the visited vertices have real objective
at most φ0 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t , the routing w.r.t. φ˜ has the same properties as the original routing. It
remains to study the end phase where the vertices have higher objective. We start by considering
the proof of Theorem 3.2 (ii). There, we used φ0 =
1
c1wt
. Since wt = ω(1) by assumption, we have
w−1t = o(w
−1+δ
t ). Hence, there is nothing to change. For adapting the proof of Theorem 3.2 (i),
we recall that we are assuming that wmin is sufficiently large and thus wt as well. In particular, we
can assume that (c1wt)
−1 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t . Then, we slightly change this proof by setting
φ0 := min{(c1wt)−1, exp(−wc′min)},
where c′ > 0 is the same large constant used previously in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (i). We
distinguish two cases: If φ0 = (c1wt)
−1, then our choice of φ0 is valid for applying the main lemma
as well with relaxations. We also know by (16) that in this case the algorithm A˜ reaches a vertex
u satisfying φ(u) ≥ (c1wt)−1. In this case, put = 1, and the routing finds u. On the other hand, if
φ0 = exp(−wc′min), then it follows that wt = O(1). In this case, we need the sequence of additional
layers defined via φ, as given in the proof of the theorem, until we reach real objective (c1wt)
−1.
Notice that for all these vertices in-between the relaxation (15) holds. That is, every vertex v with
φ0 ≤ φ(v) ≤ 1c1wt satisfies φ˜(v) = Θ(φ(v)). As the two objective functions are very similar in this
additional set of layers, all arguments can be transferred to φ˜, and then Theorem 3.2 holds as well
for the algorithm A˜.
For adapting the proof of Theorem 3.1, we assume again that c is chosen sufficiently small and
c is chosen sufficiently large. Then we distinguish again two cases. If c1cw
δ/2
t ≥ 1, we would like
to choose φ0 := (c1wt)
−1. First we have cw−1+δ/2t ≥ (c1wt)−1, thus our choice is valid in terms
of applying the main lemma with relaxations. Second, for c small enough it also follows that the
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error probability given by the main lemma is a sufficiently small constant. Hence we can take φ0 as
claimed before, and by the same arguments as above we see that once the routing reaches a vertex u
of real objective at least φ0, it connects to t with constant probability, which is already sufficient for
the theorem. On the other hand, if c1cw
δ/2
t < 1, then wt = O(1). In this case, we choose φ0 = Ω(1)
small enough such that (a) φ0 is still a valid choice, i.e., φ0 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t , and such that (b) the error
probability when applying Lemma 8.1 is still small enough. Then we know that A˜ founds at least
a vertex u such that φ(u) ≥ φ0 = Ω(1). However, since c1cwδ/2t < 1, it follows that all vertices with
real objective at most c(c1c)
2(1−δ)/δ satisfy the relaxation (15), which means that in this regime,
φ and φ˜ deviate by at most a bounded constant factor. Recall that in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
we constructed a superior set At. By picking c large enough, with constant probability At contains
vertices which still satisfy (15). Then again, all arguments can be transferred to φ˜.
For adapting the proof of Theorem 3.3, we slightly modify our choice of φ0 compared to the
original proof and use φ0 := min{(c1wt)−1+ε2/c, f−1+ε2/c0 } = o(1). Note that since ε2 = o(1), we
satisfy φ0 ≤ (cw−1+δ/2t ) and thus the choice is valid. If the minimum is attained with the first term,
then as soon as A˜ reaches a vertex of real objective at least φ0, it will never visit a vertex of real
objective less than (c1wt)
−1 later on, and then the argument from the proof can be adapted. On
the other hand, if the minimum is attained with the second term, then again A˜ will stay at vertices
of real objective at least f−10 , once it reached a vertex of real objective at least φ0. And then again
the proof of Theorem 3.3 can be adapted.
Patching algorithms: We first want to explain why the situation for patching algorithms is
slightly different than for the basic routing algorithm, and why we can not transfer the proof of
Theorem 3.4 in the case where φ˜ satisfies only the weaker relaxation and t can be an arbitrary
vertex. Above, we have seen that if we only assume the weak relaxation (3), then we need to take
φ0 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t when applying the main lemma. However, our proof of Theorem 3.4 requires that
φ0 = o(1) falls arbitrarily slow in n. We see that in a model where wt can be chosen arbitrarily
large, our choice of φ0 is no longer valid when considering relaxations. Vice-versa, if t is a random
vertex, then a.a.s. the weight wt is small enough such that this conflict does not appear. Similarly,
if we assume the stronger relaxation (2) for all vertices, then it is not difficult to observe that we
get rid of the restriction φ0 ≤ cw−1+δ/2t and our choice of φ0 is also valid when considering the
relaxations.
For the start, we analyzed patching algorithms by applying Lemma 8.4. Above, we have already
seen that this Lemma can be transferred for relaxed objectives φ˜. For the main part of the routing,
we argued before that under the additional assumptions, we still can apply the main lemma. Thus
it remains to study the end of the routing process. There, we proved the existence of two specific
vertices uj and ui on the Greedy path. We required that φ(uj) and φ(ui) lie in a specific range.
We observe that since uj , ui ∈ V≤φ0 , the stronger relaxation (2) holds in the considered ranges.
Therefore, φ˜ deviates only by an o(1)-exponent from φ, and we don’t need to modify the arguments.
Finally, we concluded the proof by finding a path from ui to t inside a certain subset B. Clearly,
this path is still present in the graph, and again the relaxations ensure that B ⊂ V>φ(uj). This
allows us to transfer the analysis of patching algorithms to relaxed objective functions φ˜.
11 Proof: Greedy Routing on Hyperbolic Random Graphs
Hyperbolic random graphs were introduced by Krioukov et al. [53] and have attracted a lot of
attention during the last years, both in theoretical and experimental studies. Let us give a short
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formal explanation of the model, following the notation introduced by Gugelmann et al. [40]. It
can be described by a disk H of radius R around the origin 0, where the position of every point
x is given by its polar coordinates (rx, νx). The model is isotropic around the origin. Then the
hyperbolic distance between two points x and y is given by the non-negative solution dH = dH(x, y)
of the equation
cosh(dH) = cosh(rx) cosh(ry)− sinh(rx) sinh(ry) cos(νx − νy).
Then hyperbolic random graphs are defined as follows.
Definition 11.1. Let αH , TH > 0, CH ∈ R, n ∈ N, and set R := 2 log n + CH . The hyperbolic
random graph GαH ,CH ,TH (n) is a distribution on graphs with vertex set V = [n] s.t.
• Every vertex v ∈ [n] independently draws random coordinates (rv, νv), where the angle νv
is chosen uniformly at random in [0, 2pi) and the radius rv ∈ [0, R] is random with density
f(r) := αH sinh(αHr)cosh(αHR)−1 .
• Every potential edge e = {u, v}, u, v ∈ [n], is independently present with probability
pH(dH(u, v)) =
(
1 + e
1
2TH
(dH(u,v)−R)
)−1
.
In the limit TH → 0, we obtain the threshold hyperbolic random graph GαH ,CH (n), where every
edge e = {u, v} is present if and only if dH(u, v) ≤ R.
In [17, Theorem 6.3] it was shown that such graphs are a special case of GIRGs. However, the
mapping is a bit counterintuitive, so we describe it briefly here. In particular, although hyperbolic
random graphs are defined on a two-dimensional hyperbolic disc, they give rise to a one-dimensional
GIRG. The reason is that in GIRGs the weights provide one additional dimension. Notice that a
single point on the hyperbolic disk has measure zero, so we can assume that no vertex has radius
rv = 0. For the parameters, we put
d := 1, β := 2αH + 1, α := 1/TH , wmin := e
−CH/2.
Then the mapping that transforms hyperbolic random graphs into the GIRG framework is given
by
wv := ne
−rv/2 and xv :=
νv
2pi
.
Since this is a bijection between H \ {0} and [1, eR/2) × T1, there exists an inverse function
g(wu, xu) = (ru, νu). Finally for any two vertices u 6= v on the torus, we set
puv := pH(d(g(u), g(v))) = pH(dH(g(wu, xu), g(wv, xv))).
This finishes our embedding. In [17] we proved that it is a special case of GIRGs, in a rigorous
sense. Compared to [17], we have slightly changed the embedding such that we do not loose the
freedom of choosing wmin.
Greedy routing on hyperbolic random graphs is completely geometric: From a vertex v, the
packet is sent to the neighbor u ∈ Γ(v) which minimizes the (hyperbolic) distance dH(u, t). Notice
that minimizing dH(u, t) is equivalent to maximizing (cosh(dH(u, t)))
−1/2, as the function cosh is
monotone increasing on positive values, and we are free to multiply this expression by any terms
which are independent of u.
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Let us assume that d = 1 and that a target vertex t is given. Then on such a GIRG, we can
define the objective function
φH(v) :=
n
wtwmin
√
cosh(dH(g(v), g(t)))
,
where g(v) and g(t) are the vertices on the hyperbolic disk that correspond to u and t. Suppose that
the one-dimensional GIRG was obtained by embedding a hyperbolic random graph, as described
above. Then, maximizing φH on the GIRG is the same as minimizing the hyperbolic distance to
the target on the original hyperbolic graph. Thus routing w.r.t. φH on the GIRG is equivalent to
geometric greedy routing on hyperbolic random graphs. The following lemma states that for d = 1,
with high probability, for most vertices the objective function φH differs by at most a constant
factor from φ.
Lemma 11.2. Let d = 1 and let δ > 0 be a sufficiently small constant. Then with probability
1− n−Ω(1), for every vertex v with φ(v) ≤ O(w−1+δt ) it holds
φH(v) = Θ(φ(v)),
and for every vertex v with φ(v) = Ω(w−1+δt ) it holds
φH(v) = Ω(w
−1+δ
t ).
The statement of this lemma directly implies Corollary 3.6.
Proof of Corollary 3.6. By Lemma 11.2, with probability 1−n−Ω(1) the objective function φH falls
into the general class of objective functions considered in Theorem 3.5. Note that the small error
probability n−Ω(1) coming from Lemma 11.2 is negligible compared to the error probabilities of all
previous theorems. Then the statement of the corollary follows directly from Theorem 3.5, that is,
our results transfer from GIRGs to hyperbolic random graphs.
Proof of Lemma 11.2. Let δ > 0 and put φ0 := O(w
−1+δ
t ). For the proof of this lemma, we assume
that there exists no vertex with weight larger than n1−2δ, which happens with probability 1−n−Ω(1)
if δ is chosen small enough. Let v ∈ V such that φ(v) ≤ φ0, and denote by (rv, νv) := g(wv, xv) and
(rt, νt) := g(wt, xt) the mappings of v and t onto the hyperbolic disk, and assume without loss of
generality that νt = 0 and νv ≤ pi. We claim that on the hyperbolic disk, the assumption φ(v) ≤ φ0
implies the geometric property
νv ≥ e−min{rv ,rt}. (17)
We first show νv ≥ e−rv . By assumption φ(v) = O(1), and then for n large enough our mapping
implies
νv = 2pi‖xv − xt‖ = 2piwv
wminnφ(v)
≥ wvn−1−2δ.
Furthermore wv ≤ n1−2δ as there are no veritces of higher weight, and thus
νv ≥ wvn−1−2δ ≥ w2vn−2 = e−rv .
Next, we observe that because there are no vertices of weight higher than n1−2δ, we have
w1+δt ≤ n(1+δ)(1−2δ) = o(n) and thus w1−δt n−1 = ω(w2tn−2). On the other hand we are assuming
φ(v) = O(w−1+δt ). Then for n large enough, we obtain
νv =
2piwv
wminnφ(v)
≥ 2pi
nφ(v)
≥ w2tn−2 = e−rt
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which proves (17).
In the following we estimate the hyperbolic cosine in terms of wv, wt and ‖xv − xt‖. We apply
the definition of dh and the identity
cosh(x− y) = cosh(x) cosh(y)− sinh(x) sinh(y),
which yields
cosh(dH(g(v), g(t))) = cosh(rv) cosh(rt)− sinh(rv) sinh(rt) cos(νv)
= cosh(rv − rt) + (1− cos(νv)) sinh(rv) sinh(rt).
Mapping our assumption wv ≤ n1−2δ on the hyperbolic geometry gives rv ≥ 2δ log n, therefore we
get sinh(rv) = (1− o(1))erv/2. Similarly it follows sinh(rt) = (1− o(1))ert/2. Then
cosh(dH(g(v), g(t))) = cosh(rv − rt) + (1− cos(νv))(1− o(1))erv+rt/4
= cosh(rv − rt) + Θ(ν2verv+rt),
where we applied the Taylor approximation 1 − cos(νv) = ν2v/2 − ν4v/24 + O(ν6v ). Finally, Equa-
tion (17) implies cosh(rv − rt) = O(ν2verv+rt). It follows
φH(v) = Θ
(
ert/2
wminνve(rv+rt)/2
)
= Θ
(
ne−rv/2
wminnνv
)
= Θ
(
wv
wminn‖xv − xt‖d
)
= Θ(φ(v)). (18)
This proves the first part of the lemma. For the second part, let v be a vertex such that φ(v) ≥ φ0.
We try to add an artificial vertex u of weight wu = wv in the graph such that φ(u) = φ0. If this is
not possible because wv is too large, then we place u such that ‖xu − xt‖ = 1/2. In both cases u
has larger geometric distance to t than v. If φ(u) = φ0, we know by the first part of the proof that
φH(u) = Θ(φ0). In the second case, νu = Ω(1) and therefore it holds
cosh(dH(g(u), g(t))) = cosh(ru − rt) + Θ(ν2ueru+rt) = Θ(ν2ueru+rt) = Θ(eru+rt),
and by (18) again we obtain φH(u) = Θ(φ(u)) = Ω(φ0). Considering g(v) and g(u), we see that
νu ≥ νv. Since the hyperbolic distance in monotone decreasing in ν, it follows
dH(g(v), g(t)) ≤ dH(g(u), g(t))
and thus in both cases it holds φH(v) ≥ φH(u) = Θ(φ0).
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